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Design of the Ouroboros packet network
DIMITRI STAESSENS, Ghent University - imec, Belgium
SANDER VRIJDERS, Ghent University - imec, Belgium
The 5-layer TCP and 7-layer OSI models are taught as high-level frameworks in which the various protocols
that are used in computer networks operate.
These models provide valid insights in the organization of network functionalities and protocols; however,
the difficulties to fit some crucial technologies within them hints that they don’t provide a complete model for
the organization of – and relationships between – different mechanisms in a computer network.
Recently, a recursive model for computer networks was proposed, which organizes networks in layers that
conceptually provide the same mechanisms through a common interface. Instead of defined by function, these
layers are distinguished by scope.
We report our research on a model for computer networks. Following a rigorous regime alternating design
with the evaluation of its implications in an implementation, we converged on a recursive architecture, named
Ouroboros. One of our main main objectives was to disentangle the fundamental mechanisms that are found
in computer networks as much as possible. Its distinguishing feature is the separation of unicast and broadcast
as different mechanisms, giving rise to two different types of layers. These unicast and broadcast layers can
easily be spotted in today’s networks.
This article presents the concepts underpinning Ouroboros, details its organization and interfaces, and
introduces the free software prototype. We hope the insights it provides can guide future network design and
implementation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The goal of a network architecture is to organize network functions (mechanisms) in such a way that
it reduces complexity, simplifies implementation, operation and management of networks that are
designed according to it. This article provides an overview of a new (recursive) network architecture,
motivates the functional organization into different components, describes the interfaces between
these components and presents a prototype implementation, including some performance indicators.
The first distributed computer communications networks were developed in the 1960s [4, 19]
and, following the rise of the ARPAnet in the early 1970s, structured research into internetwork
architectures (networks that interconnect smaller networks) started with the formation of the
International Packet Network Working Group (INWG) [70] - later designated the International
Federation for Information Processing (IFIP) Working Group 6.1 (WG6.1) [22]. The final proposal
for INWG [14] was converging on 3 layers, each with their own transport protocol that included
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addressing. In the 1980s and into the 1990s, the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) 7-layer reference
model was developed [3, 24, 96, 116]. The only packet-switched architecture for global networks that
is widely adopted and deployed today is a 5-layer model that underpins the Internet, functionally
defined through the Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) protocol suite
[12, 86, 87].
In contrast to the proposal from INWG, the current Internet follows a catenet model using
gateways within a single global network address space [11, 89, 90]. Some of the current research
questions relating to the TCP/IP Internet hint at inefficiencies at an architectural level. For instance,
when TCP segments are sent that are large enough to require IP fragmentation, the loss of any IP
fragment requires the entire TCP segment to be retransmitted [57]. Congestion control is usually
implemented in Transport Layer (L4) protocols [33], such as TCP [51], Stream Control Transmission
Protocol (SCTP) [95], and Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [34]. This leaves the IP
network vulnerable to congestion [75] caused by (malicious) programs that use L4 protocols that do
not implement congestion control such as the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [85]. QUIC [50, 62],
which is a reliable transport protocol that runs on top of UDP, also implements congestion control.
Application programming interfaces (APIs) for networking, such as the socket() interface [77],
require quite some knowledge from the programmer on the protocols used. The socket() interface
also requires an update whenever a new protocol is developed [36], and end-user programs that
use the socket() interface will need to be adapted to be able to use any new protocol. Research into
more generic programming interfaces for transport networks is ongoing: ∅MQ [43] has been quite
succesful as a message interface, and the NEAT project [59] and the IETF Transport Services (taps)
Working Group [80] are actively working towards this goal.
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Fig. 1. Layers in network architectures
Recent research into network architectures led to the Recursive InterNetwork Architecture (RINA)
[20, 105], which provides a number of key insights on packet networks. RINA reaffirms that
communication endpoints are processes, an observation that was also made by early designers of
packet networks [10, 13]. It champions a separation of mechanism and policy [40], separating what
is done from how it is done [27]. In contrast to defining layers by function [21, 26], RINA follows an
elegant1 layering paradigm consisting of network layers of identical mechanisms but different policies
and/or scope, called Distributed Inter-Process Communication (IPC) Facilities or DIFs [23]. It defines
the concept of a flow as the loci of resource allocation necessary to allow the transfer of datagrams
from source to destination, rather than identifying a flow as a sequence of packets between a source
and destination [17, 102]. The recursive structure necessitates a common API to all layers, which –
since the scope of a layer spans everything from a single machine to a complete Internet – blurs the
1The lack of an objectively quantifiable measure for elegance may be one of the biggest tragedies in science and engineering.
This is particularly true for computer science.
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line between IPC and networking. Other architectures which follow a similar high-level structure
are the Recursive Network Architecture (RNA) [103, 104] and the Dynamic Recursive Unified Internet
Design (DRUID) [54].
A brief comparison of layering in different architectures is shown in Fig. 1. Throughout this text,
layers that are defined by function (protocol) are drawn as boxes, while layers defined by scope are
drawn as ovals.
Ouroboros2 is a novel (recursive) network architecture that incorporates the experience we
gained during research collaborations on RINA [108], as well as a thorough revisiting of a lot of
early network research literature that formed the origins for most computer networking concepts.
From a high level perspective, Ouroboros looks very similar to RINA, as evidenced by the Rumba
[107] framework, which can be used to deploy the IRATI [38] and rlite [66] RINA implementations
as well as our Ouroboros prototype [100]. The system research approach [83] to building Ouroboros
adopts the UNIX design philosophy where each program does one thing well [69]. The end result
stems from a number of iterations alternating design and implementation. When compared to RINA,
the organization of the mechanisms in the layers is very different in Ouroboros. This warrants
considering RINA and Ouroboros as different architectures. Wewill comment on the most important
differences where appropriate and useful.
The main objectives for the Ouroboros architecture are as follows. First of all, it should have no
external assumptions on any hardware or operating system environment. Second, we aim to reduce
protocol headers to an absolute minimum3. Finally, we aim for simple and expressive APIs, hiding
complexity as much as possible.
Wewill now outline the organization of this article, highlighting our contributions. Given that this
article details a complete system, it necessarily touches many aspects of computer networks. Core
concepts that are needed are detailed in Sec. 2, starting off with some basic definitions from graph
theory (Sec. 2.1) and computing (Sec. 2.2), which are used extensively in the remainder of the text.
Next, we touch upon naming and addressing in networks. To our taste, an architecture should name
every element exactly once, which has led us to question deeply what exactly names and addresses
are. Our solution to this question is provided in Sec. 2.3. In computer science literature, there is a
distinction between unicast and multicast communication based on whether the communication
is one-to-one or many-to-many. Additional distinctions are being made for one-to-any (anycast),
and one-to-all, many-to-all and all-to-all (broadcast). The Ouroboros architecture avoids the need
to make a distinction between multicast and broadcast, and sees it as a fundamentally different
mechanism from unicast. This is based on the simple observation that both the application and
the network must be aware that multicast is needed. Ouroboros is – to our knowledge – the first
network architecture that clearly separates how it handles unicast from how it handles multicast;
putting the functionality into distinct types of network layers. This leads to a solution which finds
a middle ground between putting multicast in the network, yet still providing the advantages
of using an overlay [53]. The key distinction between these types of layers is based on whether
their packet transfer elements implement forwarding, which is defined in Sec.2.4, or broadcast,
which is defined in Sec. 2.5. After these more general concepts, we introduce some terminology
that are a bit more specific for recursive networks. A lot of these terms were adopted from the
RINA architecture to which – as we stated before – Ouroboros is highly indebted. The terms
bootstrapping and enrolment are used for adding a node to a network layer, and are explained in
Sec. 2.6. A concept of paramount importance is a flow (Sec. 2.7), which is an abstract construct for
2The name comes from the recursiveness of the architecture and the ubiquitous use of ring buffers in the prototype
implementation. A ring buffer resembles a snake eating its own tail.
3“In protocol design, perfection has been reached not when there is nothing left to add, but when there is nothing left to take
away” [9].
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the network resources that support the unicast transmission of packets between two processes.
Flows are provided by (unicast) layers, that consist of a number of processes working together as
a distributed application, whereas multicast applications are supported by a broadcast layer (Sec.
2.8). Once a layer is established, it can support flows for higher layers. To make an application
reachable over a layer, it must be known to a layer. Sec. 2.9 explains how Ouroboros does this by
binding a process to a name, which is then registered in a layer, queriable by a directory service.
Processes consist of a collection of logical components (finite state machines), some of which create
connections to communicate over a protocol (Sec. 2.10). Exactly how a layer creates a flow to support
the connections of higher level applications, is briefly detailed in Sec. 2.11 for local communication;
and Sec. 2.12 details how unicast IPCPs create flows over a network layer. The broadcast IPCP that
supports multicast/broadcast applications is explained in Sec. 2.13. At this point, all elements are
in place to conceptually understand how Ouroboros creates and manages flows. These flows are
however not reliable, and are augmented with a reliable transport protocol, providing fragmentation,
retransmission, flow control and packet ordering (Sec. 2.14). Sec. 2 continues with sections briefly
dealing with Quality of Service (Sec. 2.15) and congestion control (Sec. 2.16). An in-depth overview
of the packet processing pipeline (Sec. 2.17) concludes this section., detailing the functions that
a packet is experiencing while being forwarded and moving from one layer to the next, using
two stripped-down protocols: a data transfer protocol for moving packets between IPCPs, and a
transport protocol for the end-to-end functions.
To help the reader get a bit familiar with the concepts, Sec. 3 runs through two examples. The first
example (Sec. 3.1) deals with how scalable forwarding is achieved within a layer, while the second
example deals with how Ouroboros maintains connectivity for a moving end device connected to
different wireless networks (Sec. 3.2).
We delve into the key interfaces that each of the components implements in Sec. 4. The most
important is the application programming interface (Sec. 4.1). This interface consists of a small
number of minimal and intuitive function calls for establishing and managing flows from within a
user program.While unicast and multicast are definitely distinct mechanisms, and applications need
to be aware of this, the function calls that are needed are in both cases the same. This is illustrated
with 2 short code examples, one outlining a simple unicast application and the other doing the
same for a simple multicast application. Currently, programming (IP) multicast applications is far
from trivial [92], we hope our simple API can bring benefits for aspiring multicast application
developers. Sec. 4.2 details the flow allocation interface that needs to be implemented by the unicast
and broadcast IPCPs, which consists of 6 function calls, out of which the broadcast IPCP only needs
to implement 3. Insights on how Ouroboros interfaces with current networks and applications are
given in Sec. 4.3.
To become more familiar with Ouroboros, the reference implementation is briefly described in
Sec. 5. Its main components are the library (Sec. 5.1) that is used by all Ouroboros applications,
the IPC Resource Manager daemon that is the central active component (Sec. 5.2), and the IPCP
daemons (Sec. 5.3-5.6) for creating unicast and broadcast layers and for interfacing with the physical
network. To get some insights in how to manage an Ouroboros network, we provide a small toolkit
that implements the management primitives, consisting of a compact command line interface for
creating layers and making applications available over them, detailed in Sec. 5.7. This section is
concluded with the description of the ovpn tool that allows connecting IP-based applications over
the prototype (Sec. 5.8), a description of other small tools for network testing and demo-ing (Sec.
5.9), and a small example on how to create a 4-node network (Sec. 5.10).
Finally, we summarize our final thoughts and experiences developing and using Ouroboros in
our Conclusions, Sec. 6.
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2 CONCEPTS
This section defines the concepts that are implemented in Ouroboros, which are common to most
– if not all – packet switched networks. This section details a model and deals with (abstract)
programs, it does not specify an implementation, and it should not be directly interpreted with
respect to any particular implementation of a computing system or environment4. The definitions
in this section may differ (even ever so slightly) from previously held notions of the term. We
address how this academic model can be interpreted towards efficient implementations in Sec. 5.
2.1 Graphs and networks
A graph is a pairG = (V ,E) consisting of a set of verticesV and a set of edges E ⊂ V 2 of two-element
subsets of V [55]. An edge e = {vi ,vj } has (distinct) end vertices vi and vj . A directed graph or
digraph is a pair G = (V ,A) consisting of a set V of vertices and a set A of ordered pairs (vi ,vj )
(called arcs) where vi , vj . A network is a digraph G = (V ,A) on which a mapping w : A → R
from the edgeset to the reals is defined; the number w(a) is called the weight of the arc a5. If
a = (vi ,vj ) ∈ A, then vi is adjacent to vj and incident with a. The set of neighbors N of a vertex v is
the set of vertices that are adjacent to v , N (v) = {u ∈ V : (v,u) ∈ A}.
A walk is a sequence of verticesW = (v0,v1, . . . ,vn) so that ai = (vi−1,vi ) ∈ A, i = 1, . . . ,n.
So each walk also implies a sequence of edges. We define the weight of a walk W as the sum
of the weights of its arcs, w(W) = ∑ni=1w(ai ). If the source v0 and destination vn are the same
(v0 = vn), the walk is closed. A walk where each of the arcs ai is distinct is called a trail. A
path is a trail for which each of the vi are distinct. A closed trail for which the vi are distinct
is called a cycle. A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is a digraph that does not contain any cycles. If
for every pair of vertices {vs ,vd } ∈ V 2 there is at least one path P = (vs , . . . ,vd ), we call the
(di)graph connected. The distance function defined by the weight of the shortest path between
two vertices in a network (or ∞ if no such path exists) is called the geodesic distance. A metric
is a (distance) function d : X 2 → [0,+∞[ fulfilling positivity, symmetry and triangle inequality:
∀x ,y, z ∈ X : d(x ,y) ≥ 0 ∧ d(x ,y) = d(y,x) ∧ d(x , z) ≤ d(x ,y) + d(y, z). A geodesic distance is in
general not a metric since it doesn’t always fulfil the positivity and symmetry requirements in a
digraph.
2.2 Application, program, process, thread
A program is a (finite) sequence of instructions that can be executed by a computer6, designed
to solve a specific problem. A process is an instantiation of a program [101], and is identified by
a process id (PID). Programs may consist of multiple parallel execution threads, identified by a
thread id (TID). An application is a collection of processes. A distributed application is a collection of
processes residing on different computing systems. The term (computing) system in this text should
be interpreted as an implementation of a Turing Machine [106] capable of running the (set of)
program(s) that are mentioned with regards to that system. A distributed system is a collection of
computing systems that is characterized by concurrency of components, lack of a global clock, and
independent failure of components7 [18]. To us, the lack of a global clock is the only distinguishing
feature that really matters.
4“. . . but approached with a blank mind, consciously refusing to try to link it with what is already familiar. . . ” [28].
5The weight of an edge is often called a metric in computer science literature. To avoid confusion, we will use the term
metric only in its mathematical meaning.
6An implementation of a Universal Turing Machine.
7However, to complicate things further, distributed operating systems present an entire distributed system as a single system.
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2.3 Naming and addressing
In most literature on networks, there is a distinction between names, addresses and routes [86]. The
’name’ of a resource indicates what we seek, an ’address’ indicates where it is, and a ’route’ tells us
how to get there [97, 98].
Distinctions have been made between location-independent names and location-dependent ad-
dresses, flat and hierarchical names and – based on whether the name is semantical, i.e. conveys
information about the object – pure and impure names [76]. What distinguishes an address from
a name is oftenly expressed in vague terms, such as “an intermediate form between a name and a
route, oriented to machine processing and used to generate the route” [41]. A concise definition for
an address, that summarizes the perceived consensus in current literature, would probably reflect
that addresses are location-dependent, impure synonyms for a resource, usually in the form of a
(hierarchically) structured number.
To come to a more precise definition of an address, we will now introduce some concepts
using a simple analogy from postal addresses. The authors’ offices are located at “iGent Tower, 126
Technologiepark-Zwijnaarde, 9052, Ghent, Belgium”. Only readers who already know where this
is will be able to derive a location from this string, all others will need either a map (an absolute
location) or a set of directions (a relative location from his or her current position) to find us. There
are two important things to notice.
First, the string is a compound name, composed of names selected from a (non-strict) partially
ordered set of namespaces, that are bound to objects from different sets: countries (Belgium), cities
(Ghent), postal codes (9052)8, roads (Technologiepark-Zwijnaarde) and housenumbers (126). “iGent
tower” is a synonym for the remainder of the string. The city name is a (not necessarily unique9)
synonym for a certain group of unique (within the country) postal codes. This strict partial ordering
between the named objects (derived from the operator “located within”) is what gives the string a
semantic of “location”: Cities are located within countries, streets within cities, and so on.
Second, only one of these substrings is really location-dependent by itself: the housenumber10
“126”. That is because there is a metric defined on the housenumber namespace from which it is
selected. Once in the street, it is trivial to find the house without a map or set of directions. Even
more useful is when the names are taken from a normed vector space or coordinate space, denoting
an absolute location.
So, in general, we can define an address as a compound name, consisting of names in a non-strict
partially ordered set of namespaces that are either metrized or have an associated entity that
provides a relative location, allowing to locate an object bound to this name. Elements that have no
such metric nor entity associated are synonyms that can be added for human readability, these
are not necessary for the purpose of locating the object. These elements are in spaces that are
non-strict in the partial order.
In the remainder of this article, when we use the term name, we mean a string without any
implied internal structure. The term compound name will be used for strings that consist of names
taken from namespaces that have a partial order relationship. For convenience and brevity, if the
namespace from which a name was taken has an associated distance function, we will assume it is
8For completenes, we note that Belgian postal codes are actually compound names consisting of substrings from a total
order of three namespaces reflecting a hierarchy in the postal system: the number consisting of the first two digits designates
the sorting center, the third digit designates the postal office, and the final digit designates the issuing office. Technically,
any number is also a compound name with a strict total order on namespaces that indicate the magnitudes of the digits that
it consists. The total order relation allows us to see them as a single namespace without loss of generality.
9For instance, in Belgium there are two towns called “Nieuwerkerken”.
10This example is true for Ghent. Manhattan is well-known for having (most of) its roads named according to a grid plan of
numbered streets and avenues.
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also coordinate space and use the term coordinate. The reader should keep in mind that wherever
the term coordinate is used in the remainder of this article, it can be replaced by “element of a space
with associated distance function”.
2.4 Routing and forwarding
Routing is broadly defined as the process of selecting a path for traffic in a network. In computer
science literature, there are two main groups of approaches to routing.
On the one hand there is the hierarchical routing solution. This is the approach taken in IP
networks, where a set of subnetworks is defined using prefixes or subnet masks [35]. A scalability
issue with IP stems from not following the partial ordering implied by the subnetting in the
delegation of IP addresses, causing fragmentation of the IP address space [99] and making prefix
aggregration in routers increasingly inefficient11.
On the other hand we have geographic or geometric routing [61], where each node is assigned a
coordinate so next hops can be calculated making use of the coordinates of the direct neighbors12.
The examples above illustrate that the concept of routing encompasses both the dissemination
and gathering of information about the network, and the algorithms for calculation and selection
of the paths. We will now define the concepts underpinning “routing” more formally. As far as
we know the definitions are original, although the reasoning behind it is similar to the reasoning
commonly used in formulating (integer) linear programming solutions to problems in graph theory.
LetG = (V ,A) be a network. routing is any algorithm that, given source and destination vertices
vs and vd , for each vertex v in V returns a subset H (v) ⊆ N (v) of neighbors with the associated
set of arcs L(v) = {(v,u) ∈ A : u ∈ H (v))}, so that the following 4 conditions are met: (1) the graph
D = (V ′,A′) = (∪v ∈V (H (v)),∪v ∈V (L(v))) is a directed acyclic subgraph of G; (2) vs is the only
vertex in D with only outgoing arcs; (3) vd is the only vertex in D with only incoming arcs; and (4)
A′ = ∅ if and only if there is no path P between vs and vd in G.
Equivalently13, routing is any algorithm that, given source and destination vertices vs and vd ,
for each vertex v inV returns a subset H (v) ⊆ N (v) of neighbors so that (1) ∀u ∈ H (v) : d(u,vd ) <
d(v,vd ) for any chosen distance function d on G; and (2) ∪v ∈V (H (v)) = ∅ if and only if there is no
path P between vs and vd in G.
In other words, either the distance function bounds the routing solution, or the routing solution
bounds the distance function.
We define forwarding as any algorithm that, for each vertex v in V returns the set of arcs L(v).
forwarding is often implemented as routing with an additional edge selection step.
The necessary and sufficient condition for routing is full knowledge of the graph G = (V ,A)
and a valid geodesic distance d . For a given vertex v , the necessary and sufficient set of information
to obtain L(v) is knowledge of its neighbor set N (v) and the subset of the geodesic distances
originating at its neighbors, dv ⊂ d : N (v) ×V → R. □
In less formal terms, routing and forwarding provide a set of vertices and arcs, respectively,
so that there are never loops if one travels to a next vertex or along an arc in the set. If implemented
in a centralized way, routing and forwarding roughly need to know the full network. When
implemented in a distributed way, a node roughly needs to know its neighbors and the distances to
the destination from itself and from all its neighbors.
The definitions above show what information needs to be disseminated in a network to allow
forwarding. Let’s assume that vertices know their neighbors or incident outgoing arcs, then what
11“Addressing can follow topology or topology can follow addressing. Choose one.” – Rekhter’s Law [115].
12Geographic coordinates are a compound name, consisting of latitudes and longitudes, but there is no order implied
between these two coordinate spaces. Hence the partial ordering in our definition of an address.
13Choose for d the length of the longest path between the corresponding vertices in D . □
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is needed is a dissemination procedure for the (geodesic) distance function d . This is implemented
in a class of dissemination protocols, called distance vector protocols, such as Routing Information
Protocol (RIP) [42]. Each vertex v announces the distances it knows to its neighbors N (v). Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) [93] is a path vector protocol as it disseminates paths instead of only a
distance. This additional information to allow choosing between different available routes based on
intermediate nodes or networks.
A different approach is for each vertexv to announce its neighboring links to each of its neighbors
N (v), effectively disseminating the full network graph, which allows for more sophisticated routing
algorithms. Protocols that follow this approach, such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [74], are
called link state protocols.
In Ethernet networks, switches can derive a valid distance function from MAC learning.
The dissemination of information in the network uses network resources, and the convergence
time when the graph changes – deletion of a link or vertex due to, for instance, a cable cut or a
router power outage – can lead to problems, such as the packets getting stuck in a temporary loop.
Let N a set of names with a bijection b : N ↔ V that binds a name ni to a vertex vi . For some
graphs G = (V ,A), a distance function (metric) over namespace N of vertex names, dN : N 2 → R ,
can be used to fully infer a valid distance function, d : V 2 → R, over the graph, reducing the need
for routing tables and the dissemination of network information [60, 79].
2.5 Multipoint communication
The definition of routing above intentionally does not include multipoint communication. Unicast
and multicast applications must be aware that they are using unicast or multicast communications.
Therefore, Ouroboros sees unicast and broadcast as fundamentally different mechanisms, each
giving rise to a different type of layer.
broadcast is a trivial well-known algorithm that, for an incoming arc (i,v) ∈ A of vertex
v , returns all outgoing arcs L′(v) = {(v,u) ∈ A : u , i)}, with an associated set of vertices
H ′(v) ⊂ N (v) = {w ∈ V : (v,w) ∈ L′(v)}. H ′(v) = N (v) if v is the source.
It is clear that the graph G ′′ = (V ′′,A′′) = (∪v ∈V (H ′(v)),∪v ∈V (L′(v))) = (V ,A) = G does not
fulfill the conditions for a solution to routing unless the input graph already fulfills these conditions.
broadcast is thus mostly used to send information to all network members on a DAG or tree.
2.6 Bootstrapping and enrolment
Bootstrapping is the process of manually configuring a network element to be the first member
of a new network layer so it starts its internals to start forwarding or broadcast. Enrolment is
the process where an entity contacts (an) existing member(s) of the network to get the necessary
configuration information to start its internal components so it can start forwarding or broadcast.
Enrolment is not necessarily a clear-cut procedure or protocol, but may encompass a number
of exchanges for getting authentication and encryption keys and configuration information from
different sources.
Examples of enrolment in current network are the Wi-Fi association process in 802.11 [46], and
the Dynamic Host Configuration protocol [29] in IP networks. Examples of distributed enrolment
are the Spanning Tree Protocol [82] for Ethernet and the Internet Group Management Protocol
[44] for joining IP multicast networks.
We will illustrate the enrolment process for Ouroboros later in a more practical setting in Sec. 5
when we discuss our reference implementation in detail.
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2.7 Flows between processes
A flow is the abstraction of a collection of resources within a network layer that allow bidirectional
communications using packets between two processes that are clients of this layer. A flow enables
a point-to-point packet delivery service and can be viewed as a bidirectional pipe that has a number
of observable quantities associated with it that describe the probability p(S, t , . . .) ∈ [0, 1] of a
packet of given size S being transferred within a certain period of time [tx , tx + t]. The maximum
probability for error-free transfer depends on the packet-drop-rate (PDR) and bit-error-rate (BER) of
the flow.
The Ouroboros architecture ensures that flows are content neutral, i.e. the probability p(S, t , . . .)
above is independent of the bits that make up the packets sent along a flow.
The delay or latency describes how long packets take to traverse the flow, and the variation on
the delay is called jitter, or more precisely, packet delay variation [25]. The delay for a flow has four
main components, propagation and queuing delays, transmission and processing delays.
There are 2 upper bounds, the Maximum Packet Lifetime (MPL) is the maximum amount of time
that a packet can take to transfer over the flow, and theMaximum Packet Size (MPS) is the maximum
length for a packet to be acceptable for transfer. In other words, the probability for a packet to
arrive after MPL expires should be 014, and the probability for a packet to arrive that exceeds the
MPS is equal to 0. Similarly, there can be lower bounds such as Minimum Packet Lifetime (mPL)
and Minimum Packet Size (mPS).
The resources that make up a layer are finite, limiting the total number of packets that can
traverse the network layer in a given period of time. Flows provide the mechanism to put a network
layer fully in control of its own resources. The resources that constitute the flow can either be
shared with other flows or dedicated (reserved) for this particular flow.
Other externally measureable quantities can be associated with a flow, such as bandwidth and
load for flows with reserved resources. The probability function may depend on these quantities
(e.g. if the load reaches a certain threshold, delay could increase).
A flow endpoint is identified in a system by a flow ID (FID), which defines the layer boundary15.
For security reasons, a process has no direct access to the flow, but rather accesses the flow through
a Flow Descriptor (FD) to read and write from a flow. Flow identifiers are unique within the scope of
a system, flow descriptors are unique within the scope of a process16.
Flows are an important concept for enabling Quality-of-Service (QoS) in a layer, which we detail
later in Sec. 2.15.
2.8 Layers of processes
The layering in Ouroboros follows RINA in its fundamental observation that a layer is a collection of
processes that form a distributed application. The processes that make up a network layer are called
IPC processes (IPCPs)17. Ouroboros has 2 distinct types of IPCPs to build the recursive network:
unicast IPCPs that implement forwarding and provide flows, and broadcast IPCPs that implement
broadcast. They both provide a packet delivery service to the processes above, making use of
14This may be hard to guarantee with 100% certainty, so MPL should be “large enough” so that this probability is 0 in practice.
IP has a bound on the Maximum Datagram Lifetime (MDL) via the Time-To-Live or Hop Limit decrement in each router to
a maximum of 255 seconds [86], with a recommended value of 64 seconds [88]. In addition, TCP defines the Maximum
Segment Lifetime (MSL) as 120s [87].
15In this respect, a flow id is similar to an OSI Service Access Point (SAP) or RINA port id.
16This is similar in function to a UNIX file descriptor. A UNIX kernel space implementation of Ouroboros would probably
use file descriptors for flow descriptors.
17The moniker “IPC process” can be traced back to the Lawrence Livermore LINCS architecture, which provided an IPC
service on top of its transport layer, called LINCS-IPC [31, 110].
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Fig. 2. Layers of unicast IPC processes
unicast flows provided by the network layer below18. Broadcast layers will usually be the top layer
in a certain system. This induces (strict) partial order relationships between the IPCPs in a system
and between network layers in a network (Fig. 2), which allows us to represent dependencies
between layers and and dependencies between IPCPs as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs).
In order to be able to provide flows, a unicast layer has to be capable of at least two basic
functionalities: maintaining a directory that keeps track of the location (an IPCP address) where
a certain destination process is available, and forwarding packets to this location with non-zero
probability of arriving within an appropriate timeframe19.
2.9 Binding and registering
The management component of Ouroboros is the IPC Resource Manager (IRM), which provides
an interface for administration and configuration of the IPC resources (IPCPs, flows, . . . ) within a
system. The IRM is also in charge for delegating outgoing flow requests to layers and assigning
incoming flow requests to processes.
Ouroboros binds20 processes to a name, that can be registered in a layer, populating its directory.
These names are given to rather hard-to-define objects – a set of flow endpoints that may be
created in the future – therefore we will consider the name to be this very abstract object and
use a different font for it. Binding and registering are operations that are (usually) performed by
an administrator, not the application programmer, which greatly simplifies writing distributed
programs for Ouroboros. The IRM keeps a mapping between PIDs and names, and the layer keeps a
mapping between hashes of these names and their locations. These mappings are many-to-many,
so a PID can be bound to multiple names and multiple processes can be bound to the same name.
Similarly, multiple names can be registered at the same location and a name can be registered at
multiple locations (anycast). These bindings are also dynamic during the process runtime, so it is
18RINA IPCPs provide an IPC service. In contrast, Ouroboros IPCPs provide a packet delivery service. This nomenclature
may cause considerable confusion, but we haven’t found a better name for an IPCP in Ouroboros.
19Within a datacenter, this can be in the order of microseconds; between Earth and a Mars rover, this will be on the order of
minutes.
20Binding here is used in the sense of an operation, bind(). It should not be confused with “binding” in the sense of assigning
a name to an object [97]. In that sense, processes are uniquely bound to a PID.
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easy to create a running server process, test it over a private network, and then make it available
over a public network. All without touching the running server.
The operations do not need to be performed in any particular order, although binding a process
will of course only be possible after the process is running. We also allow binding programs to a
name, that will cause all future instances of this program to be bound to that name.
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Layer boundary Flow Flow endpoint
Process B
Mux Mux
Protocol 
Machine 
A
Protocol 
Machine 
B
Protocol 
Machine 
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Protocol 
Machine 
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Protocol 
Machine 
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Protocol 
Machine 
B
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Fig. 3. A partially ordered set of protocol machines using a flow (simplified)
2.10 Connections between protocol machines
Processes can be abstracted mathematically as a set of finite state machines (FSMs). A pair of FSMs
that communicate using the packet delivery service that is enabled by a flow are called protocol
machines (PMs). The communication between two protocol machines at each end of a flow is called
a connection. A protocol machine is identified by a protocol machine identifier (PMID) (Fig. 3).
In its full generic form, the Ouroboros architecture exactly mirrors the inter-layer relationship
between processes in a system (a strict partial order of IPCPs) to the intra-layer relationship between
protocol machines (a strict partial order of PMs). The naming hierarchy of PIDs all the way to FIDs
and FDs is copied to PMIDs all the way to connection identifiers (CIDs) and connection descriptors
(CDs). Similar to an IRM that manages flows within a system, the Connection Manager (CM)
manages connections within a process. This allows full dynamic creation of protocol machines in
processes without any statically configured state.
Dynamic allocation of protocol machines in a process is useful only in the most complex and
elaborate distributed applications. We will present a simplified version, in line with common
practice in protocol design, assuming a static allocation of these identifiers and a static order of the
protocol headers, and leave the complete description of this part of the architecture as an exercise
to the reader.
In this simplified form, protocol machines at the same level in the partial order are identified
using a simple protocol machine called a multiplexing protocol machine or multiplexer using a static
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PMID as its invariable field; it is not modified during the lifetime of the packet. A multiplexer
consists of two classifier FSMs that share state21.
Each protocol machine will process its associated packet header and deliver the packet to the
next (protocol) state machine downstream/upstream in the DAG22.
Some of the protocol machines can be short-lived and bypassed after certain conditions are met
(for instance, protocol machines performing configuration or authentication).
It is quite common (and useful) to view a set of protocol machines that depend on each other in
a linear hierarchy as a single entity during implementation. In this article, we will also consider
some multiplexers as part of other protocol machines to avoid overcomplicating the explanation.
2.11 Flow allocation
The procedure with which a process requests a unicast flow to another process is called flow
allocation. A flow is (usually) identified by two flow endpoints, created by the end-hosts’ IRMs,
and identified by their flow IDs. The flow IDs allow access to shared state between the IRM, and
the two processes, and are unique within a system. Flow endpoints have some minimal resources
associated with them, most importantly an incoming rx FIFO and outgoing tx FIFO for packet
processing.
System 
Client
IRM
Flow 7
ServerFA
alloc accept
72 65
1
34
2
Fig. 4. Flow allocation (local)
Fig. 4 illustrates local flow allocation, (i.e. between two processes on a single system), which
needs only one flow endpoint, over which the two processes communicate directly. Flow allocation
over a layer is explained in Sec. 2.12.2.
We assume the server running as PID 2000, bound to the name “server” and is calling accept().
The client first calls alloc() to request the IRM for a flow to the name “server” (1). The IRM knows
a process (PID 2000) that is bound to that name, and creates a flow endpoint for the flow (2). The
21 Multiplexing protocol machines are omnipresent in today’s network protocols, albeit usually disguised as part of another
protocol machine instead of being standalone. Version numbers, protocol fields, types and ports are all examples of this
generic PMID hiding in various protocols that are deployed today.
22In architectures like OSI (and RINA), there is a distinction between a Protocol Data Unit (PDU) – which is a packet including
the header (or Protocol Control Information) – and a service data unit (SDU), which is the opaque data. These names are used
to make a distinction between layers, so when an N–PDU is handed to the N–1 layer it becomes the (N–1)-SDU, which is
encapsulated inside an (N–1)-PDU, and so on. This stems from the notion that each layer has only a single protocol that
encapsulates higher layer data. The protocol machines in the Ouroboros model may also perform encapsulation within a
layer, so we chose not adopt the PDU/SDU nomenclature to avoid confusion.
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accept() call and the alloc() call return at the server and client respectively (3) and (4). The client
and server can now communicate over the flow.
The attentive reader may now ask her- or himself how the client process communicates with the
IRM, because that is also IPC. This is where we venture into the realm of operating systems. In the
ideal implementation, the IRM would be part of the operating system kernel. In that case the calls
between processes and the IRM can be either implemented as a system call in a monolithic kernel,
or as an IPC mechanism that is bootstrapped between the IPC facility in a microkernel and each
process it spawns. Our current (user-space) implementation resorts to UNIX sockets for IPC with
the IRM.
The use of the Ouroboros paradigm as the single unifying packet transport technology in
(distributed) operating system design is a particularly interesting area for further study. Previously
developed distributed operating systems had their own specific protocol for communication between
kernel components, and supported TCP/IP in userland. Examples are the special-purpose transport
protocol between kernels in Sprite [78], the Fast Local Internet Protocol (FLIP) [56] used in Amoeba,
and the Internet Link (IL) protocol [91] used in Plan 9 from Bell Labs.
2.12 The basic functions in the unicast IPC process
We will now present the key protocol machines that implement the basic unicast layer functionality
(the directory service, packet forwarding, enrolment and flow allocation) in an Ouroboros IPCP.
We further simplified this model in the Ouroboros reference implementation (Sec. 5.3), however it
is good to be aware of this more general structure.
IPCP
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Fig. 5. Protocol machines in the unicast IPC process
2.12.1 The directory. The destination for a flow is a name that is registered in the network, it denotes
that the IRM of this system is aware of this name and that it can delegate flows to that name to
processes on this system. The directory is the entity that maps endpoint names to addresses within
a layer. A name can be registered on different addresses, and different names can be registered at
the same address. The directory resolves a name to a single address (unicast or anycast, multicast is
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detailed in Sec. 2.5)23. To improve security, a layer registers hashes instead of plain-text names (the
hash algorithm used is configurable). SHA3-256 [6, 15] is used as a default in the implementation,
and we will use this algorithm in this article when we mention hashes. Hash values are written as
the first 8 characters of their hexadecimal notation. A directory can be implemented as a database
(central, replicated, hierarchical or distributed) or as a (distributed) hash table (Sec. 5.3).
The directory is also the entity that provides the mechanism to support anycast: at the address
resolution step, if there are multiple destination addresses associated with a certain name, it will
return one of these names.
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Fig. 6. Flow allocation over a layer
2.12.2 Flow allocator. We will illustrate flow allocation over a layer using a (simplified) example
where a client on system 1 requests a flow to the server process on system 2 (Fig 6). The IPCP on
system 1 has address 1, the IPCP on system 2 has address 2, the server is running as PID 2000 on
system 2. The server process is registered in the layer under the name “server”. The directory for the
layer maps the hash d19778d24 to the address 2, the IRM in system 2 will map PID 2000 to the name
“server”.
The steps for flow allocation are as follows: (1) The client requests its IRM for a flow to “server”.
(2) The IRM creates a new flow endpoint in PENDING state and assigns it an available flow id FID 9.
(3) The IRM sends the request on FID 9 for d19778d to the local IPCP, where the FID 9 is mapped
to a local FD 75. The flow allocator in the IPCP in system 1 will forward the request on FD 75 to
the flow allocator of the IPCP in system 2, which announces the request to its IRM. (4) System 2’s
IRM receives the request for a flow to d19778d. It checks if a there is a process available (it finds
PID 2000) and creates a flow endpoint with FID 16, in PENDING state, on system 2. (5) The IPCP is
notified of the new flow on FID 16, which is mapped to internal FD 81. The Flow Allocator in the
IPCP now contains a mapping that local FD 81 is a flow to system 1, FD 75. (6) The IRM sets the
flow endpoint in the ALLOCATED state, and the (7) accept call returns to the server, letting it know
it now has a new flow with FD 98. (8) The flow allocator in the IPCP on system 2 concurrently
23The directory service is similar to the lookup service provided by Domain Name System (DNS) [72, 73] servers for IP
networks. The directory does not – nor does it need to – provide management of a global namespace such as provided
by ICANN and the registrars for IP networks. There is, however, a need for access control to this component in public
networks, which is a topic for future research.
24The full SHA-3 hash of “server” is d19778d2e34a1e3ddfc04b48c94152cced725d741756b131543616d20f250f31.
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responds to the flow allocator in the IPCP on system 1 that the flow request with source endpoint
75 is accepted at endpoint 81 on system 2. (9) The IRM puts the flow in ALLOCATED state and (10)
the allocation call for the client returns with FD 65. At this point the client can write/read to/from
FD 65 and the server can read/write from/to FD 98.
The procedure illustrates the flow allocation protocol that is used in Ouroboros. The request
message contains 4 fields: the source address25, the source endpoint, the QoS specification for the
flow (not shown in the example) and the destination hash. The reply message contains 3 fields: the
source endpoint, the destination endpoint and a response code indicating if the flow was accepted.
To make it more future-proof, the flow allocation protocol will most likely benefit from a version
field. After flow allocation, both flow allocators at the endpoint IPCPs map a local FD to a remote
address, remote FD and QoS.
2.12.3 Data transfer protocol machines. The protocol machines that are responsible for forwarding
packets are called data transfer protocol machines (DTPMs); they implement forwarding. The only
disseminated state (field in the packet header) associated with a data transfer protocol machine is a
data transfer protocol machine name.
An example is given in Fig. 5, for an IPCP with 4 data transfer protocol machines (with names A
to D), each chosen from a namespace, A, B, C or D, consisting of uppercase letters, identified by
a multiplexing machine26. This directed acyclic graph structure between DTPMs – a generalization
of the “hierarchical address spaces” commonly found in literature – defines the protocol headers
shown. The operation is simple: if the name in the header matches the name of the PMID, it
delivers the packet to the state machine above, else it sends the packet on the flow identified
by forwarding. This IPCP functions as a pure router27 for the address space that contains the
namespaces [A − Z ].[A − Z ]B (this system cannot allocate flows over DTPM B), and as a possible
end host over DTPMs for the address space [A − Z ].[A − Z ]C .[A − Z ]. There should not be any
packets with address A.BB (since this IPCP can’t provide flows for this address space). Packets
with address A.CC .D will be delivered to the directory or flow allocator. This sheds some light on
the question “Which network entity should be given an address?”. The Ouroboros model defines an
address precisely as “a compound name consisting of data transfer protocol machine names, where
the (non-strict) partial ordering of the transfer protocol machine namespaces from which these are
taken reflects the strict partial ordering of the data transfer protocol machines within an IPC Process”.
This structure does not imply that only pure hierarchical addresses are possible. For instance,
techniques like longest prefix matching can be modeled as multiple forwarding FSMs that operate
on the same header space, where some treat a compound namespace as a single flat namespace. In
the remainder of this article, when we say that some IPCP has address X.Y.Z it means that there are
data transfer protocol machines associated with names X, Y and Z inside this IPCP.
2.12.4 Enrolment. This component is responsible for enroling into a new layer, and for accepting
enrolment requests from possible new members when already enroled in a layer. Enrolment goes
directly over an ephemeral point-to-point N-1 flow that is usually deallocated after enrolment
completes. Optimizations may keep this flow for data transfer.
2.13 The basic functions in the broadcast IPC process
Multicast applications are supported using a broadcast layer, for which its IPCPs have a single
packet transfer component that implements broadcast, in addition to an enrolment component.
25Ouroboros doesn’t send source addresses in its data transfer protocol for security and privacy reasons (See Sec. 2.17).
26We could call them all A since they are different namespaces, but that would unnecessarily complicate the explanation.
27This is very important: the only mandatory components that an Ouroboros router has to implement are the DTPMs and
associated dissemination, and enrolment.
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The scope of the broadcast layer defines the scope for the multicast application, so usually there
will be a broadcast layer for each multicast “stream” (although for instance audio/video streams
could be separated in the application since the scope is the same for both).
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Fig. 7. Protocol Machines in the broadcast IPC process
The flow allocator in the broadcast IPCP is a small proxy that only implements a local function
that responds positively to a flow join request if the destination name is the layer name. Examples
of the use of the unicast and broadcast IPCP are shown in Sec. 5.10.
There are two main approaches for implementing the broadcast IPCP. The first is stateless: the
packet transfer component does not require a unique name within the layer, and the only data
that needs to be exchanged at enrolment is the layer name. Stateless broadcast IPCPs do not add
any protocol headers; all they do is read packets from a FD and forward them on all other FDs
(this includes the N-flows). Broadcast layers that are stateless must have trees as their connectivity
graph, therefore the enrolment procedure could be augmented with a policy to ensure that the
connectivity graph of the broadcast layer is a tree; the optimum solution being a Steiner tree [7].
The second approach is stateful: the topology can be any graph, and the packet transfer com-
ponent implements a policy to prevent packets to loop in the network. A simple such policy is to
give the packet transfer component a name, and add a packet header with a source name and a
sequence number. Each stateful broadcast IPCP then maintains a table tracking <source, sequence
number> pairs, so that the packets that travel in loops can be dropped. The stateful approach can
be more resilient, but typically consumes more resources in the lower layer.
Note that differentiating between unicast and broadcast IPCPs in the model does not preclude
implementations to provide an IPCP that combines the unicast and broadcast mechanisms into one
IPCP, but, since the scope of the layer is defined by its set of IPCPs this may prove less useful than
it sounds.
2.14 Reliable connection management
From the definitions above, the packet delivery service offered by a flow can lead to lost, corrupted,
duplicated or missequenced packets; a flow is – by nature – unreliable. To provide reliable transfer
of information, mechanisms are implemented on top of the flow to provide ordering, duplicate
detection and retransmission (Automated Repeat-reQuest, ARQ).
A necessary and sufficient condition to achieve reliable transport is to bound three timers: the
maximum packet lifetime (MPL), the time to acknowledge a packet (A) and the time after which
there will be no more retransmissions (R) for a certain packet [32, 111]. This was implemented in a
remarkably simple and elegant protocol, called Delta-t [110]. The OSI TP4 protocol [48] and the
RINA EFCP protocol [39] are directly based on Delta-t . It is important to note that A and R are
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strict bounds; after they expire, no more acknowledgments (ACKs) or retransmissions may be sent.
However, these timers are not deadlines; they do not imply that an ACK or retransmission must
be sent before they expire (the protocol must be able to deal with lost ACKs). In TCP, these three
bounds are achieved by the Maximum Segment Lifetime (MSL, 120s), the Maximum Retransmission
Timeout (MAX_RTO, 240s) and Delayed ACK timeout (500ms) [8].
Ouroboros also implements a protocol based on Delta-t , where the MPL bound is obtained from
the MPL characteristic for the flow over which the reliable connection protocol machine is running.
The values of A and R are internal to this connection.
In addition, Fragmentation and reassembly allows sending pieces of data that are larger than the
MPS of the underlying flow that supports it. Fragmentation and reassembly are enabled by default
for flows with in-order delivery, and can be (independently) enabled/disabled at the endpoints.
Ouroboros assigns sequence numbers per-fragment and uses a two-bit fragmentation scheme,
where the first fragment (FFGM) bit indicates that a received packet is the first fragment of a
fragmented packet, and a more fragments (MFGM) bit that is set to 0 on the last fragment of the
packet (10 indicates a non-fragmented packet, 11 the first fragment, 01 an intermediate fragment and
00 the last fragment). If the flow is unreliable (no retransmission), packets that have lost fragments
are usually discarded. If the flow is to support partial delivery of packets (deliver fragments as soon
as they arrive), the MFGM bit is simply ignored at the destination.
Flow control manages the resources at the connection endpoints, avoiding that the source sends
information faster than the destination can process. Ouroboros currently implements a commonly
used window-based flow control scheme by maintaining a right window edge, updated in every
packet, that is controlled by the receiver. Other flow control mechanisms exist, such as rate based
flow control, but they are usually tailored to specific situations and are not widely used (rate based
flow control is useful only for applications for which processing scales linearly w.r.t. input size),
but could be added in the future.
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Fig. 8. Reliable connection management
Fragmentation, Automated-Repeat-reQuest (ARQ) and flow control are combined in a single
protocol, the flow and retransmission control protocol (FRCP) (See Fig. 8).
Ouroboros has the reliable connection state machine as part of every application; it is part of an
application library as opposed to as a separate (kernel space) program. The functions that perform
error detection, authentication and/or encryption are also provided by the library, but separate
from FRCP to allow independent activation and configuration. This is clarified in Sec. 2.17.
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2.15 Quality of service
The design of Ouroboros includes 3 mechanisms that allow maintaining a certain Quality of Service
(QoS) for a flow.
The first is taking into account QoS requirements in the resource allocation when a flow is
established; for instance, by performing bandwidth reservation on a per-flow basis during flow
allocation28, at step (8) in Fig.6. This is a topic for future study.
The second is differentiated packet handling based on a QoS field in the packet header. Packets
with a higher QoS priority can be scheduled accordingly, can be forwarded along different paths
and can be handled differently in case of congestion.
The third is the configuration of the FRCP protocol and the integrity/security mechanism in the
library. At the application, the specification of the QoS for a flow should be technology-agnostic
[16]. Ouroboros currently defines its QoS specification in terms of delay (ms), bandwidth (bits/s),
availability (class of 9s), packet loss rate (packets per billion), bit error rate (errors per billion bits), in
order delivery (boolean) and maximum interruption (ms). It should also include authentication and
encryption strength; a technology-agnostic way for specifying the trade-off between encryption
strength and algorithm complexity is needed. We discuss the application interface in Sec. 4.1 and
the implementation in Sec. 5.1.
2.16 Congestion avoidance
Flow control prevents the destination process from being flooded by the sending process, whereas
congestion control prevents the network from being flooded by its users [52]. Usually, the two
functions lend themselves to combined implementations because the underlying mechanism is
similar: feedback is used to tune the rate of a flow [112].
Ouroboros separates congestion control from flow control to ensure that each network layer
has full control over its own resources. In essence, both flow control and congestion control do
work on the same buffer (the endpoint FIFO to which the application queues outgoing packets),
but with flow control it’s the sender application that will limit sending to the FIFO according to its
flow control window, and with congestion control it’s the forwarding IPCP in the supporting layer
that will limit reading from the FIFO according to its congestion control window. A quick glance at
Fig. 9 may help the reader; for a given flow endpoint, the sender tx buffer is the IPCP rx buffer and
vice versa.
Congestion avoidance also consists of two different mechanisms: congestion notification, which
is implemented in the DTPMs, and the congestion management function that is part of the flow
allocator.
In Ouroboros, flow control works on a per-packet basis, while congestion control works on a per-
byte basis. Themost obviousmethod for congestion notification is an explicit congestion notification
(ECN) scheme. We are currently investigating multi-bit Forward ECN (FECN) approaches modeled
on the operation of Data Center TCP (DCTCP) [1].
2.17 Packet pipeline
Fig. 9 shows the packet pipeline, representing a model that can be implemented and optimized in a
number of different ways depending on the requirements and environment: servers, IoT devices,
routers, . . .will all have very different implementations.
We will explain 3 paths through the pipeline: an application writing to a flow; a packet being
forwarded; and an application reading from a flow. The path of the packet is between the endpoints
which are a darker shade of grey. We assume the packet passes all steps (most of these steps can
28A protocol similar in function to the ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP) [114] could be introduced.
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Fig. 9. Ouroboros packet processing pipeline
be bypassed if they are not needed to achieve the requested QoS). We also assume that there is
sufficient credit to send all fragments and only explain the high-level steps, the details of the Delta-t
protocol operation are omitted.
The system stores packets in a large block of packet buffers to avoid copies when the packets are
processed by the system, which can be efficiently implemented as a memory pool (also known as
a fixed-size block allocator). Each packet buffer allows for head and tail space for adding packet
headers when the packet is encapsulated in a lower layer29.
When a packet is written to the system using flow_write(), it is first fragmented and the fragments
are encapsulated in the FRCP header and put into the packet buffer. The FRCP protocol has a very
simple structure, consisting of a sequence number (SEQNO) field, an acknowledgment number
(ACKNO) field, a field for updating the (flow control) window (WND) and the payload (DATA), in
addition to a FLAGS field containing in total 7 flags, 2 for Delta-t : a data run flag (DRF) to indicate
there are no unacknowledged packets, and a rendez-vous (RDVZ) packet that is used to resolve
a zero window at the sender; 2 for fragmentation (the first fragment FFGM and more fragment
29Similar in objective as Linux sk_buff or BSD mbuf.
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(MFGM) bits), and 3 flags that indicate whether the SEQNO, ACKNO and DATA fields are used. If
needed, a check or authentication information is appended, let’s assume the packet is encrypted30.
Then, the application releases its ownership of the buffer and passes a reference to the buffer to
the (next) IPCP, via a FIFO queue (usually implemented as a ring buffer), this is where the layer
boundary is crossed.
The lower layer IPCP then reads this packet from the FIFO, via a (N)-flows QoS scheduler that
prioritizes the flows31. This is also where congestion control is enforced: flows that experience
congestion are throttled via a congestion window.
The packet is then encapsulated in a minimalistic data transfer protocol header that consists of
only 5 fields32: a Time-To-Live (TTL) that ensures that packets don’t live forever in the network
and enforces the Maximum Packet Lifetime of the flows, a destination address (DST) so it can be
forwarded to the destination, the QoS priority identifier, an ECN field to flagwhen a flow experiences
congestion, and an endpoint identifier (EID)3334 to identify the endpoint at the destination (either an
internal component of the IPCP or an N flow, see Sec. 5.6 for more details). The fields are initialized
to default values by the Flow Allocator (FA): TTL is set to a certain (configurable) maximum value
for the layer, the default is 60 seconds; DST is filled out with the value returned from the directory
query; the QoS priority is set according to the QoS specification; and the EID is set according to the
value that was agreed during flow allocation, obtained at step (8) in Fig. 6.
The packet is then processed according to the set of DTPMs that corresponds with the QoS
priority, possibly concatenated into bigger units to reduce processing in the intermediate nodes,
and forwarded on the correct outgoing flow35. If the network is getting congested (the packet
experiences considerable queuing on the outgoing flow), the ECN field is updated. The concatenation
step is located just after the forwarding step to allow concatenation of all packets towards the same
destination with the same QoS, limited by the MPS of the outgoing flow36.
Packets coming from a lower layer traverse the pipeline in the opposite direction. They are read
from the flow and processed by the (N-1)-flows QoS scheduler and passed to the set of DTPMs. If
the packet is for a different destination, it is possibly further concatenated and forwarded to the
destination.
If the destination address matches the IPCP address, the packet is delivered to the correct protocol
machine according to the EID, in our case this will identify an N flow. If the ECN fields are marked,
the FA sends a packet to update the sender’s congestion window. The packet is then written to the
correct endpoint FIFO, passing the layer boundary, to be read by the application. It passes through
30Fig. 9 shows encryption after authentication, so the Message Authentication Code (MAC) is applied to the cleartext and
then the result is encrypted, which is known as MAC-then-encrypt, but this is a just choice we made when drawing the
illustration. There are other options, such as encrypt-then-MAC and encrypt-and-MAC, and each has its strengths and
weaknesses [5].
31We think this is more efficient than using priority queues instead of FIFOs, however, both approaches are valid.
32The reader can observe that these fields roughly correspond to the mutable fields in IP, removing the need for security
mechanisms (akin to IPSec) associated with this protocol.
33Note that according to the model in Sec. 2.10, this EID field is not really part of this data transfer protocol, but the header
of a multiplexer protocol machine. This is important for concatenation and separation (bundling multiple packets towards
the same destination to avoid the processing overhead in intermediate routers), which has to consider the EID field part of
the payload.
34This EID is already according to our implementation, the model would have a PMID field to identify either the FA or
directory, and the FA would have another mux with PMID for the N-flows. The EID field combines these two identifiers
into one.
35IPCPs use zero-copy versions of the flow_read() and flow_write() operations for efficiency.
36This is an ideal case which requires quite some state and resources (per-destination queues, etc). It is very likely that
concatenating packets per-flow may already bring sufficient benefit for any implementation, this should be evaluated.
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decryption and is passed to FRCP, which does bookkeeping of its reception, puts it in order and
possibly reassembles it into a full packet before finally delivering it to the application.
Worth noting is that the protocols in Ouroboros do not require a length field. The Heartbleed
bug was a well-known example of the potential consequences that an ill-checked length field can
have [30].
3 EXAMPLES OF THE MODEL
This section presents some examples to aid the reader in understanding the model presented in
Section 2. These examples are definitely not the only possible solutions within the model.
3.1 Forwarding within a layer
To illustrate the concepts in the model, we provide a small example of forwarding in a unicast layer.
As detailed in Sec. 2.12.3, packets are moved through the network layer via a partially ordered
set of DTPMs that implement forwarding. In the example, we assume a total order for simplicity,
which allows to use the familiar dotted shorthand notation for the (ternary) compound name that
makes up the node address. The node addresses need to be unique within the scope of the layer.
Upon receipt of a packet (from an internal component or a flow), the packet will be passed through
the DAG of DTPMs.
3.0.0 3.2.0
2.0.01.0.0
2.4.1
2.1.1
2.3.0
3.6.03.3.0
3.1.0
3.8.0
2.4.3
2.4.72.4.2
A
B
C
D
FA FA
3
6
3
0
0 0
0
0 10
1 2 2
1
2
4
2
0
1
2
4
FA FA FA FA FA
Fig. 10. Sending a packet from 3.6.0 to 2.4.2
Fig. 10 shows the example setup. The layer has IPCPs that consist of 3 levels of DTPMs. Each
DTPM has an associated dissemination protocol machine (not shown) – for instance, a link state
protocol – at its level. For lack of a better term, let’s call a group of dissemination protocol machines
that cooperate in a link-state protocol protocol a routing area. Routing areas are defined by the scope
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of underlying broadcast layers, and the dissemination protocol machines use the broadcast layer
for the area37. In the case of Fig. 10, the IPCPs with addresses 1.0.0, 2.0.0, 3.0.0 and 3.2.0 participate
in a routing area A38 at the top level (shown in red). At the middle level, there are 2 routing areas:
one consisting of the IPCPs with addresses 3.1.0, 3.0.0, 3.2.0, 3.3.0, 3.6.0 and 3.8.0 (area B), and one
containing 2.3.0, 2.0.0, 2.1.1 and 2.4.1 (area C). The nodes with address 3.0.0 and 3.2.0 are in both
areas A and B, and 2.0.0 is in both areas A and C . The dissemination protocol at each DTPM level
will announce to the participating nodes whether a certain node is also participating at any higher
level, which can be done with a single bit. Finally, there is a routing area D at level 3, consisting of
the nodes 2.4.1, 2.4.2, 2.4.3 and 2.4.7.
We now illustrate sending a packet from 3.6.0 to 2.4.2. Each DTPM has a complete view of the
address, but only makes forwarding decisions within its own level. The IPCP with address 3.6.0
only participates in the second routing level, which will cause DTPM 6 to do a check if the address
is local (matching all higher level names with the IPCP address: dst 2.X .X is not within 3.X .X ).
The destination is an address outside the area, so DTMP 6 will forward to one of the nodes in the
area that is marked as participating in a higher level routing area, for instance node 3.0.0.
Node 3.0.0 forwards packets at the highest level DTPM, so it sends it to 1.0.0, which sends it
to 2.0.0 which has 2 as name for its highest level DTPM. Since the highest level DTPM’s name is
the same as in the packet, it is passed to the middle DTPM. There the name is different, so it looks
in its forwarding table and the packet is sent to 2.1.1, which forwards it to 2.4.1. Since the name
of the middle DTPM now matches that of the packet, forwarding continues on the lowest DTPM:
2.4.1 sends it to 2.4.2. On the IPCP with address 2.4.2 all DTPM names are matched, so the packet
is delivered.
3.2 End-host mobility
Maintaining active TCP connections onmobile hosts is quite challenging39. Current solutions – such
as in mobile IP [81] and Location-Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP) [71] – rely on establishing
tunnels, which puts a significant burden on the tunnel endpoints inside the network, hampering
scalability of these solutions.
A key advantage of recursive networks is how they can maintain connectivity for mobile hosts
without relying on tunnels, which has recently been demonstrated for RINA networks [37]. Our
example below will use a slightly different strategy where the end-host does not participate in a
dissemination protocol to avoid routing updates. Both approaches are equally valid and can be
used in both RINA and Ouroboros.
Fig. 11 shows a scenario in which a person, using a mobile end host that is connected to a wide
area internet layer, moves from an area where access is provided via Wi-Fi technology towards an
area where access is provided through a 4th generation (4G) mobile network.
The upper middle section of Fig. 11 shows the network layers that play an important role in
mobility. From left to right it shows that the mobile device (blue) keeps its connection in the
internet layer by switching from the Wi-Fi layer to the 4G layer using a make-before-break strategy:
during the handover it is connected to both the Wi-Fi and 4G network40. The lower middle section
37The reader may be initially puzzled by this statement. Why should an IPCP in a unicast layer need broadcast layers?
However, let us gently remind ourselves that for their distribution of link-state advertisements, OSPF routers join a multicast
group at 224.0.0.5, the scope of which is defined by the IP subnet.
38The model does not require naming the routing areas, although it will often be convenient to do so.
39Keep in mind that the connection doesn’t break because of the interruption, but because switching from one network
device to the next (or changing from one IP subnet to another when using the same network device) causes the IP address
to change.
40Such a strategy is less feasible moving between different 4G networks since the cost of having two antennas may be
prohibitively high. In this case, a break-before-make strategy would be used that minimizes interruption time.
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Fig. 11. A mobile host switching from WiFi to 4G
in Fig. 11 shows the IPCPs in the mobile device, with their flow endpoints. Initially, the mobile
device has two IPCPs, a unicast IPCP with address 1.2 that is enrolled in the internet layer, and
a technology-specific WiFi-IPCP41 that is enrolled in the WiFi layer. By now, it should now be
clear that address 1.2 means that there are actually two DTPMs in a strict order, but we will draw
them as a single DTPM and reference to them as a single DTPM in this example to simplify the
explanation.
When the host moves, it will detect the 4G network and create another technology-specific
4G-IPCP that connects to the 4G network. The unicast IPCP will be notified of this new 4G IPCP, and
allocate a new flow over the 4G network to the public network layer42. During the establishment
of this new data transfer flow, the mobile host’s public internet IPCP learns that the new gateway
has address 2.1, so it creates a new DTPM which is assigned a compatible address 2.2. The flow
allocator will notify the end host that it now has 2 DTPMs43. The flow allocator can now use the 2
41These specific IPCPs are needed to interface with existing technologies and at the physical layer. They don’t have the
usual DTPM but a tailored protocol machine, in this case a protocol machines that will transmit packets over Ethernet.
These are explained further in Sec. 4.3 and Sec. 5.6.
42A more complete description: the 4G device detects a new 4G network in range and informs the IRM in the system. The
IRM creates the specific 4G IPCP to join that 4G network, and then notifies other IPCPs that they may have new options to
allocate flows. Subsequent flow allocations are then handled accordingly by the IRM to use these new layers.
43The reader may recall from Fig. 6 that the FA keeps a mapping from an N-flow to an address and an N-1 flow descriptor,
81: 1, 75 for the IPCP in system 2 in that figure. In the case of this mobility example, the incoming FD (81) will now be
mapped to 2 <address, FD> pairs.
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DTPMs and may load balance between them. If the Wi-Fi network strength weakens, the unicast
IPCP will be notified, and the flow allocator will take action to stop using the Wi-Fi flow and use
only the DTPMs with address 2.2 that is using the 4G IPCP. When the person moves out of reach of
the Wi-Fi network, the 4G connection takes over all traffic. In the right panel, the WiFi signal has
dropped completely, all flows over this Wi-Fi IPCP are deallocated and tthe WiFi IPCP is destroyed.
The bottom part of Fig. 11 shows a view of the (combined) DTPMs in the unicast IPCP that is
enrolled in the internet layer. The middle section makes clear that the network does not view these
two DTPMs as part of the same IPCP, because the endpoint doesn’t take part in the dissemination
protocol to avoid triggering graph adjacency updates in the network.
4 INTERFACES
In this section, we detail the main interfaces in the Ouroboros system and provide an overview of
how Ouroboros can run together with current network technologies.
4.1 Application programming interfaces
Ouroboros provides core API interfaces to interact with the system: an application programming
interface (API) for Ouroboros applications (user programs, and the unicast and broadcast IPCPs)
and a management interface to write tools to manage the networks.
The application interface for inter-process communication (IPC) is split into a synchronous API
and a scalable event system based on kqueue [63]. We provide a brief overview of all the function
calls in this API (in C syntax [58]); for a complete listing of all options, we kindly refer the reader
to the man pages that are installed with the Ouroboros package. The API calls for implementing
management tools are omitted here (their details are more technical and less important); instead, we
explain the management tools in Sec. 5.7. The benefits of the abstractions provided by Ouroboros
are reflected in the simplicity of these interfaces.
/* Returns flow descriptor , qs updates to supplied QoS. */
int flow_alloc(const char * dst , qosspec_t * qs, const struct timespec * timeo);
/* Returns flow descriptor , qs updates to supplied QoS. */
int flow_accept(qosspec_t * qs, const struct timespec * timeo);
/* Returns flow descriptor , qs updates to supplied QoS. */
int flow_join(const char * bc, qosspec_t * qs, const struct timespec * timeo);
int flow_dealloc(int fd);
ssize_t flow_write(int fd, const void * buf , size_t count);
ssize_t flow_read(int fd, void * buf , size_t count);
int fccntl(int fd, int cmd , ...);
Listing 1. Ouroboros application API
The synchronous API, shown in Lst. 1, is fully symmetric. It has functions to allocate unicast flows:
a client-side flow_alloc() call and a server-side flow_accept() call; both return a handle to the flow (the
flow descriptor, FD). For a broadcast layer, all applications use the flow_join() call, which is similar
to flow_alloc(). The flow_alloc() call specifies the QoS for the flow, which is relayed and returned
by the server’s flow_accept(). These calls allow specifying a timeout: a time of 0 seconds results in
asynchronous allocation where the call will return immediately and allocation will proceed in the
background, the result being notified by the event system; NULL waits indefinitely. A flow_dealloc()
function allows to release the state associated with a flow. Finally there are the self-explanatory
flow_read() and flow_write() calls. These calls are augmented with a “flow and connection control”,
fccntl() call that allows configuring some parameters on the flow, such as specifying whether the
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read and/or write calls are blocking, setting timeout delays for the (blocking) read or write calls,
enabling and disabling partial reads, and setting some configuration options for the transport
connection, such as disabling fragmentation, reassembly or flow control44.
static void server_main(void)
{
int fd = 0;
char buf[BUF_SIZE ];
ssize_t count = 0;
while (true) {
fd = flow_accept(NULL , NULL);
count = flow_read(fd, &buf , BUF_SIZE);
printf("Message from client is %.*s.\n", (int) count , buf);
flow_dealloc(fd);
}
}
static void client_main(void)
{
int fd = 0;
char * message = "Hello World!";
fd = flow_alloc("helloworld -server", NULL , NULL);
flow_write(fd, message , strlen(message) + 1);
flow_dealloc(fd);
}
Listing 2. Ouroboros “Hello World” snippet (unicast)
An example for a simple “hello world” application – a client sending the string “Hello World!” to a
server – is shown in Lst. 2. This application assumes that the server code is registered in some layer
as “helloworld-server”, which is done outside the application (we explain these steps in a following
paragraph). The server (the server_main() function) consists of a simple loop that waits for and
accepts a flow, reads a packet from that flow (which it assumes is a string), prints this sentence, and
deallocates the flow. The client (the client_main() function) allocates a flow to “helloworld-server”,
writes the message “Hello World!” and deallocates the flow.
static void reader_main(void)
{
int fd;
char buf[BUF_SIZE ];
fd = flow_join("helloworld", NULL , NULL);
while (true) {
ssize_t count = flow_read(fd, &buf , BUF_SIZE);
printf("Message is %.*s.\n", (int) count , buf);
}
}
static void writer_main(void)
{
int fd = 0;
char * message = "Hello World!";
fd = flow_join("helloworld", NULL , NULL);
flow_write(fd, message , strlen(message) + 1);/
flow_dealloc(fd);
}
Listing 3. Ouroboros “Hello World” snippet (multicast)
Multicast has a slightly different mode of operation than unicast: the destination is not a server
calling flow_accept(), but a broadcast layer, which is reachable using the layer name. The broadcast
layer provides a many-to-many packet service, however client applications can easily be restricted
to read-only or write-only. The API uses a flow_join() call for broadcast communication.
44Similar in use as the POSIX fcntl(), ioctl() and setsockopt() calls. The full list of options is given in the man pages.
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A multicast example for a simple “hello world” application is shown in Lst. 3. The application
uses a broadcast layer called “helloworld”, accessible via the “helloworld” name. Writers access the
broadcast layer, write the “Hello World!” string and deallocate the resources. Readers will read from
the layer, displaying the “Hello World!” messages from any clients that send it.
typedef struct qos_spec {
uint32_t delay; /* In ms */
uint64_t bandwidth; /* In bits/s */
uint8_t availability; /* Class of 9s */
uint32_t loss; /* Packet loss , packets per billion */
uint32_t ber; /* Bit error rate , errors per billion bits */
uint8_t in_order; /* In-order delivery , enables FRCT */
uint32_t max_gap; /* In ms */
} qosspec_t;
static const qosspec_t qos_raw;
static const qosspec_t qos_raw_no_errors;
static const qosspec_t qos_best_effort;
static const qosspec_t qos_video;
static const qosspec_t qos_voice;
static const qosspec_t qos_data;
Listing 4. Ouroboros QoS specification
An important mechanism in the API is the ability to set a Quality of Service for a flow in a
technology-agnostic way, a possible definition for which is shown in Lst. 4. The struct allows
specifying QoS parameters, and a number of these structs have been predefined for convenience.
The most important are: two raw QoS services, one that just reads/writes the application packets
directly to/from the flow and one that checks integrity (a service similar to UDP); a best-effort QoS
that delivers packets in-order; voice and video QoS that add constraints on delay, bandwidth and
interruption time; and a data QoS that reliably delivers packets in order. When a flow is allocated,
the value of the supplied QoS specification may be updated to the QoS actually supplied to the
application.
oping --server -name oping --interval 0 --count 10000 --quiet --qos raw
--- oping ping statistics ---
10000 packets transmitted , 10000 received , 2 out -of-order , 0% packet loss , time: 577.336 ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.033/0.043/1.213/0.039 ms
oping --server -name oping --interval 0 --count 10000 --quiet --qos voice
Server timed out.
--- oping ping statistics ---
10000 packets transmitted , 9995 received , 0 out -of-order , 1% packet loss , time: 2603.373 ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.046/0.071/2.773/0.121 ms
oping --server -name oping --interval 0 --count 10000 --quiet --qos data
--- oping ping statistics ---
10000 packets transmitted , 10000 received , 0 out -of-order , 0% packet loss , time: 609.820 ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.025/0.048/0.488/0.028 ms
Listing 5. Use of different QoS specifications
An example is given in Lst. 5, where a number of pings (10000) are sent using the Ouroboros ping
(oping) application (see Sec. 5.9), where the only difference from the application perspective is that
the flow is allocated with different QoS structs as parameters. Because of the multi-threaded nature
of the unicast IPCP, packet reordering is possible when sending very fast pings, but there is no
packet loss. With a raw QoS specification, the flow delivers all packets, but some arrive out-of-order.
With a voiceQoS specification, the system will enable in-order delivery and the out-of-order packets
will be dropped. A ”Server timed out.” message is displayed showing that the oping client gave up
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waiting (after 2 seconds) for the dropped out-of-order packets. With a data QoS specification, the
system will reorder (and retransmit) packets, leading to complete in-order delivery of all pings sent.
struct flow_set;
typedef struct flow_set fset_t;
fset_t * fset_create(void);
void fset_destroy(fset_t * set);
void fset_zero(fset_t * set);
int fset_add(fset_t * set , int fd);
bool fset_has(const fset_t * set , int fd);
void fset_del(fset_t * set , int fd);
Listing 6. Ouroboros event system (fset)
Scalable applications need to be able to handle a lot of simultaneous flows, known as the C10k
and C10M problem for 10 thousand and 10 million connections to a single server, respectively.
Ouroboros provides its own event system API, based on kqueue, to enable writing such applications.
The first part is for managing flows into groups called flow_sets or fsets, and flows can be added
or removed from such a set, similar to the FD_SET macros in POSIX, shown in Lst. 6. There are
calls to create and destroy an fset, to add or remove an FD from a set, an fset_zero() call to remove
all FDs from the set, and an fset_has() call to check if an FD is part of a set. An FD cannot be in
multiple fsets at the same time.
enum fqtype {
FLOW_PKT = 0,
FLOW_DOWN ,
FLOW_UP ,
FLOW_ALLOC ,
FLOW_DEALLOC
};
struct fqueue;
typedef struct fqueue fqueue_t;
fqueue_t * fqueue_create(void);
void fqueue_destroy(fqueue_t * fq);
int fqueue_next(fqueue_t * fq);
enum fqtype fqueue_type(fqueue_t * fq);
int fevent(fset_t * set , fqueue_t * fq, const struct timespec * timeo);
Listing 7. Ouroboros event system (fqueue)
The event system itself operates on these sets. The current events that are supported are: the
arrival of a packet on a flow, flow up or down (a failure happened) events, the flow is allocated (for
asynchronous flow allocations) or deallocated. The fevent() call waits for events on any flow in a
certain fset. It requires an opaque struct, called an fqueue, that upon return of fevent() will hold all
FDs for that have some activity on them45. The fqueue_next() call traverses these active flows, and
the fqueue_type() call can be used to check the type of the current event on the current active FD.
45fqueue (and kqueue on which it is based) is more scalable than the well-known select() call, which requires looping over
all file descriptors to check for activity.
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4.2 Flow Allocation Interface
Every IPCP has to implement a set of primitives that constitute the flow allocation API and the
management operations. We restrict ourselves to the flow allocation API, shown in Lst. 8, as it
provides some insights into what an IPCP has to implement.
int (* ipcp_reg)(const uint8_t * hash);
int (* ipcp_unreg)(const uint8_t * hash);
int (* ipcp_query)(const uint8_t * hash);
int (* ipcp_flow_alloc)(int fd, const uint8_t * dst , qosspec_t qs);
int (* ipcp_flow_join)(int fd, const uint8_t * dst , qosspec_t qs);
int (* ipcp_flow_alloc_resp)(int fd, int response);
int (* ipcp_flow_dealloc)(int fd);
Listing 8. Flow Allocation Interface
The first two calls are to register and unregister a name at the IPCP, adding or removing a directory
entry of <hash, IPCP address>. Ouroboros sends the name information over the API as a hash for
security purposes. The IRM of the system learns the hash algorithm for each layer on bootstrap or
enrolment. Only unicast IPCPs have to implement the first two functions, in the broadcast IPCP
these functions are NULL. The third call queries if a certain name is reachable over a layer, it provides
an interface into the directory system, that returns. In a broadcast IPCP, this just checks if the hash
matches the broadcast destination.
Then there are three calls that are used to create the actual flow, corresponding to the application
API calls, of which the first, ipcp_flow_alloc(), is the most important. Here, the request for a flow
is performed, corresponding to step (3) in Fig. 6. The fd parameter is the pending flow that was
created by the IRM, the dst parameter is the name of the destination application, (which is resolved
to an address from a directory query). The third parameter, the QoS specification qs is the most
interesting, as it provides the network with the information that allows it to reserve some network
resources for this particular flow. It will also assign a QoS priority that is used in the forwarding
(per-priority tables) and scheduling (e.g. to prioritize video over data). The ipcp_flow_alloc_resp()
call is invoked when the IRM responds to an incoming requests request, corresponding to step (5) in
Fig. 6. This call is not implemented by broadcast IPCPs. Finally, ipcp_flow_dealloc() call releases the
local resources, and any network resources associated with the flow. It is an asymmetric function,
in that both endpoints of the flow call it, but only the endpoint that allocated the flow will release
network resources46.
4.3 Interfacing with current network technologies
We will now detail how Ouroboros plugs into existing technologies, which follows similar adoption
strategies as outlined for RINA [109].
There are (at least) 4 pieces of technology that allow Ouroboros to interface with current network
infrastructure and applications.
First, we can augment current network protocols with a flow allocator to implement the Flow
Allocation interface in specific IPCPs which effectively create the lowest layer for the recursive
46This could be reversed so that the endpoint that accepted the flow releases the network resources. However, this function
has to be asymmetric to avoid race conditions between both endpoints.
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Fig. 12. Ouroboros over OSI L1, L2 and L4
network47. This allows to potentially plug Ouroboros into any layer of the OSI model (Fig. 12). We
currently have implemented a number of IPCPs to run Ouroboros on top of Layer 1 (a NetFPGA-10G
[64] proof-of-concept called raptor), Layer 2 (Ethernet), and Layer 4 (UDP). These Ouroboros IPCPs
are further detailed in Sec. 5.4 – 5.6.
Second, gateways can be implemented between Ouroboros and TCP/IP networks. Such a gateway
then listens to the TCP/IP network interface and translates the destination IP address to a name
that is known in some layer. Such a gateway application has already been demonstrated for RINA
networks [38, 66].
A third piece of technology is to provide an application that exposes a virtual interface and
tunnels all traffic on that interface into an Ouroboros network, creating an Ouroboros VPN, similar
to the iporinad tool from the rlite project [66]. This is implemented as the ovpn tool, see Sec. 5.8.
Finally, a software adaptation layer is needed to run existing software over Ouroboros without
the need for recompilation. A lot of programs are written for the POSIX sockets library, and higher
level input/output (I/O) libraries often make use of it, so this is a prime target. A proof-of-concept
adaptation layer for POSIX sockets has already been demonstrated for RINA [113].
5 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
Much of the architectural work was performed in tandem with prototype development, to incre-
mentally validate our assumptions and assess the impact of architectural decisions on what we
perceived as leading to unnecessary implementation complexity.
The Ouroboros prototype is a user-space implementation (targeted at Portable Operating System
Interface (POSIX) compliant operating systems) that aims to be accessible and easy-to-use. It is
mostly targeted towards researchers that want to get acquainted with the architecture, as well as
free software hobbyists and enthusiasts that are willing to explore new technologies. This choice is
further motivated by the ongoing IRATI and rlite efforts to implement RINA48, which were already
targeting kernel-space implementations for Linux.
The implementation consists of a library, the IPC Resource Manager daemon (IRMd), a set of
IPCP daemons and a set of tools, as shown in Fig. 13.
47Similar IPCPs exist for RINA; however, they do not implement a complete flow allocator, but only provide a thin software
interface that translates calls, dubbing them “shim” IPCPs [109].
48We didn’t expect that we would diverge so far from the RINA architecture when we started developing the prototype.
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Fig. 13. High level overview of the implementation
The library allows (distributed) applications to communicate over Ouroboros, allows instructing
the IRMd with management tools, and implements various utility functions as well as the Remote
Procedure Calls (RPC) between the different processes and IRMd in the system49.
Then there is the central IPC Resource Manager daemon, which should be considered a part
of the operating system. It is the back-end for the management toolset, and also responsible for
managing and monitoring applications and IPCPs within the system.
7 IPCPs are currently provided, which are also implemented as daemons. First there are the
unicast and broadcast IPCPs that constitute the unicast and broadcast layers, respectively. Then
there are 3 IPCPs that allow running Ouroboros over the most used current technologies. One
for IP networks that encapsulates in UDP datagrams, and two for Ethernet networks: one using
Ethernet II framing and another using Ethernet with Logical Link Control Type 1. A local IPCP is
also provided that is similar to a loopback interface and is useful for testing complete networks on
a single system. Finally, there is the proof-of-concept Layer 1 IPCP, which we named raptor, that
interfaces with a NetFPGA implementation via a (Linux-only) kernel driver.
We also provide a set of tools to manage Ouroboros, that allow users (typically system adminis-
trators) to create/destroy IPCPs and create/join network layers, and make applications available
over certain layers in the network. Some demonstration applications and general tools are also
available as part of the prototype.
5.1 Library
Internally, the library is composed of three parts. First, it contains the common code shared by
the prototype. The most important things are the definitions for the RPC messages between the
49The current prototype uses UNIX sockets for RPC between the different components. In a future version this will be
removed by bootstrapping all communication over the IRMd.
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processes and the UNIX sockets interface currently used for relaying these messages. Apart from
that, it holds the data structures that are used elsewhere in the implementation, such as a hashtable,
a bitmap, various hashing functions and interfaces to external libraries.
Second, it implements the interface for the management tools to send commands towards the
IRMd over the UNIX sockets. As before, we don’t go into the details of the management interface50,
but limit ourselves to describing the tools that are implemented using them (see Sec. 5.7).
Third, it provides interfaces for end-user applications, and IPCPs. The interfaces described in Sec.
4.1 are part of this library. During the execution of the flow_alloc() and flow_accept() calls, the QoS
specification is translated into a configuration for FRCP and a decision is made whether or not to
add an integrity check. The configuration for FRCP works as follows. If the packets can be delivered
out of order, FRCP is completely disabled, which is useful for some simple applications that do
not need to run any end-to-end protocol over their links, and also for routers that are designed to
handle traffic at line rate. When FRCP is enabled, packets will always be delivered in order51. If
there can be no packet loss, ARQ is enabled, if there can be no bit errors in a packet, an integrity
check is added. These parameters are all signaled end-to-end during flow allocation. If FRCP is
enabled, fragmentation, reassembly and flow control are enabled by default, and can be disabled by
the end application when needed. The library also takes care of the translation between FID and
FD, both for the N flows and the N-1 flows.
One of the key implementation challenges was to implement the functions that are part of the
packet processing pipeline, such as the flow and retransmission protocol, so that they are passive
functions that are executed in tandem with the I/O or event calls, as opposed to implementing
them as an always-active component of the operating system.
To hide most of the implementation details from the API, the RPC interface and the access to data
structures in shared memory (the main packet buffer and the tx/rx FIFOs in the flow endpoints) is
hidden using init() and fini() functions that are executed automatically when the program initializes
and exits, respectively. Since the IRMd creates these data structures, it needs to be started before
any applications that use Ouroboros.
5.2 IPC Resource Manager daemon
The IPC Resource Manager daemon (IRMd) is the central management component of Ouroboros.
It can be instructed via the management interface for users (typically these would be network
administrators). It performs a number of key management and monitoring tasks, such as memory
management, application and IPCP management, and flow management.
Its memory management task mainly comprises creating the shared data structures that are
used for the packet pipeline within the system. When the IRMd boots, it creates a (configurable)
fixed-block packet buffer where all packet data is written to. It creates shared datastructures for
the event system and flow endpoint FIFOs when needed. Currently52, it also creates a UNIX socket
over which it listens for new connections for RPC from programs that use Ouroboros. This UNIX
socket will be removed in future versions when we bootstrap the RPC over the Ouroboros pipeline.
The IRMd also tracks running processes that use Ouroboros. When these applications start, they
send some basic information to the IRMd, such as their PID and the name of the binary (during the
init() function in the library). The IRMd needs this information for binding (server) programs to
names, so they can accept flows for these names. When a process (identified by its pid53) is bound to
50The curious reader can find it in the include/ouroboros/irm.h header in the repository.
51This is a feature of the current implementation, not a restriction of the architecture. The reason is mainly that implementing
out-of-order delivery without loss requires a bit of additional bookkeeping.
52At the time of writing, Ouroboros version 0.15.0.
53We use the lowercase pid since this is an actual POSIX process ID (pid_t) in the implementation.
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Fig. 14. The IPC Resource Management daemon
a name, the IRMd will keep this mapping in its process table. As a shortcut, it also keeps a program
table which maps programs to a certain name, so that all future instantiations of that program will
be bound for that name. The IRMd can also act as a so-called super-server and start programs for
certain registered names if the program that has to accept the flow is known, but not yet running.
For this, the program table tracks whether it is allowed to act as a super-server for a particular
program and stores the arguments to use when it instantiates a program for a certain name. The
IRMd periodically checks if known processes are still alive, so it can clean up stale resources (shared
data structures for flows and the event system) when they exit. IPCPs are also processes, so they
are also present in the process table, and the IRMd keeps another table for IPCPs that stores some
information such as the names of the layers that they belong to and the hash function that each of
the IPCPs uses.
For efficiency, it keeps a registry which keeps track of all names known to the system for quick
lookups, avoiding the need to search through the process and program tables. Names are added to
the registry whenever a new name is registered in a layer or bound to a process or program. This
minimizes latency between flow allocations.
The IRMd acts as a broker for outbound and incoming flow allocation requests. For outgoing
requests (step (1) in Fig. 6), the IRMd will query the IPCPs in the system for the destination name
(using the appropriate hashes) and, if that name is known in the layer, request the IPCP to allocate
a flow to that name. For incoming requests (step (3) in system 2 in Fig. 6), the IRMd searches the
registry for the name, and if an active process is present in the process table, it will wake up this
process (the flow_accept() called by the process will return). If a program for that name is known,
the IRMd will first create a process.
Last but not least, the IRMd also acts as a back-end that executes the RPC calls from the man-
agement tools that the system administrator uses to create and destroy IPCPs, enrol IPCPs in
an existing layer or bootstrap them to create a new layer, list all IPCPs in a system, register and
unregister names in a layer, and bind and unbind processes to a name. We detail these operations
further in the tools and examples sections.
5.3 Unicast IPC Process daemon
The unicast IPCP daemon performs the tasks needed in order to allocate flows to a certain name
making use of existing layers. It provides the flow allocation API towards higher ranked processes,
and makes use of the flow allocation API from lower ranked unicast IPCPs. We took two notable
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shortcuts in the implementation shown in Fig. 15 versus the model in Fig. 5. First, we combined the
multiplexing protocol machine on top of the flow allocator (multiplexing to the N-flows) with the
multiplexer of the DTPM (multiplexing to the flow allocator and directory). FDs 0-6354are reserved
to be used for these internal components, larger values indicate N-flows. Second, the TTL protocol
machine, QoS multiplexing machine and EID multiplexer are all implemented as a single Data
Transfer component. We will now go into a bit more detail of the design decisions for each of
the protocol machines in the unicast IPCP. For some of the components (mechanisms), different
implementations (policies) are available, to allow tailoring layers to their operating environment.
IPCP
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Fig. 15. Protocol Machines in the IPC process (implementation)
The connection manager is the component that is in charge of establishing flows for the IPCP
(using the flow allocation API). There are three types of flows: enrolment flows, which are used by
the enrolment protocol machine during the enrolment procedure, and torn down when enrolment
is finished; management flows, which are used by the dissemination protocol machine; and data
transfer flows, which are used by the DTPM. After a flow is allocated, the connection managers
at the two endpoints will perform a message exchange55 to determine which component the
flow is intended for (flow allocator, data transfer or enrolment), and what common protocol these
componentswill use. Currently, the information that is exchanged between the connectionmanagers
contains: the name of the protocol machine, a name for the specific instance (e.g. the DTPM name),
and the protocol(s) the instance supports (the protocol machine passes this information as a blob to
the connection manager when it starts). Authentication at the process level should take place at
this exchange. If the exchange is successful, the connection manager passes the FD for the flow to
the correct protocol machine, else the flow is deallocated. The component may authenticate again
at the component level. Note that the flow allocator and directory do not have their own flows, but
communicate over the Data Transfer component.
The unicast IPCP defaults to a link-state dissemination policy to spread adjacency information in
the layer, so that each IPCP can build the graph that it needs for its implementation of routing56.
54To avoid unnecessary arithmetic, the system assigns FDs starting from a configurable value to accomodate this internal
use – basically using FDs as PMIDs – the default for this configurable value is 64.
55This procedure can be likened in function to the OSI Association Control Service Element (ACSE) protocol [49]. The
Common Application Connection Establishment Phase in the RINA architecture is directly based on ACSE.
56The dissemination PM sits on top of an implementation of a broadcast transfer PM for distributing the Link State
Messages (LSMs) to the other members of the layer. The reader will notice that this is a duplication of the stateful broadcast
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These messages contain the link endpoint addresses, the QoS specification of the link, and a
sequence number to avoid infinite forwarding and ordering consistency. The collection of LSMs is
called the Link State DataBase (LSDB).
The routing instances use the LSDB to calculate next hop neighbors (via a shortest path tree) for
each supported QoS priority, which are then used to determine the outgoing FD for each destination
address as entries in the forwarding tables used by the DTPM57. The routing instances use link
weights according to the QoS specifications for the links. There is an option also to calculate
Loop-Free Alternates (LFAs) [2] for the different next hops. The forwarding table in the DTPM has
two implementations, one that can store a single next hop, and another one that can store alternate
next hops for resiliency (such as when using the LFA routing policy).
The DTPM includes the QoS selection PM (to differentiate between different cubes) and on top
of a TTL (Time to Live) PM, to discard packets whose TTL is zero. Upon receipt of a packet that is
addressed to that DTPM, it will check the endpoint identifier (EID) to see what internal component
it is intended for (flow allocator or directory), or write the packet to an N-flow. In the current
implementation, DTPMs are assigned a random 32-bit address, as the address space is quite large
and the chance at collisions is quite low. Efficient distributed address assignment policies are an
interesting topic for future work.
The directory protocol machine implements the resolver for names to IPCP addresses. The default
directory implementation is a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) based on the Bittorrent DHT Protocol
specification [65], which in turn is based on Kademlia [67]. The main modifications are support for
hash algorithm configuration, which is exchanged during enrolment of the directory (the Kademlia
JOIN operation), and that the DHT runs on top of the DTPMs (Kademlia is written specifically for
IP networks). The DHT is bootstrapped together with the first IPCP, and new IPCPs try to enrol in
the DHT when new Data Transfer flows are created.
In order to monitor the operation of the unicast IPCPs, they can export their full LSDB and a
number of statistics for each flow.With statistics output enabled, the unicast IPCP creates a directory
in /tmp/ouroboros/ with its name using Filesystems in Userspace (FUSE). For every endpoint (either
a flow or internal protocol machine, represented by its FD), it will display some general information,
such as the remote endpoint address (in case of a data transfer flow), and a number of statistics such
as the number of queued packets and the number of sent and received packets per QoS priority
(See Lst. 9).
Flow established at: 2018 -12 -30 15:08:17
Endpoint address: 949965593
Queued packets (rx): 0
Queued packets (tx): 0
Qos cube 0:
sent (packets): 213
sent (bytes): 72643
rcvd (packets): 213
rcvd (bytes): 28144
...
layer function, so we could use a broadcast layer to support the dissemination of the LSMs. The main reason for not having
done this, is that the unicast IPCP was implemented before we split the unicast and broadcast mechanisms and noticed they
basically are different layers. In the current implementation, all unicast IPCPs participate in the dissemination protocol,
and there is only one level of DTPMs. This would mean we always have to create a broadcast layer having exactly the
same scope as the unicast layer to support the dissemination PM. This is – when observed from a practical implementation
perspective – not all that efficient. When we have different levels of dissemination, like in the example in Sec. 3.1, we will
follow the model in the implementation.
57Just like modern IP routers make a distinction between the Routing Information Base (RIB) and Forwarding Information
Base (FIB).
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Listing 9. Flow statistics (partial output)
The enrolment protocol machine enrols new members in a layer. In case of an enrolment into an
existing layer, the enrolment component of the new member will ask its connection manager for a
connection to the enrolment component a member of the layer. Once the connection is established,
the existing member will send the high-level configuration parameters of the layer. These include
the selected policies for the protocol machines, the hashing algorithm of the directory, and the
layer name.
5.4 Ethernet IPC Process daemon
Ouroboros provides a number of options to interface with a physical (network) device at the lowest
level of the recursive network.
The IPCPs that allow running Ouroboros over Ethernet networks are currently the most used
in our lab setup. The first Ethernet IPCP (Fig. 16), referred to as the eth-llc, supports IEEE 802.2
Logical Link Control (LLC) type I over the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standard. The frame format of LLC
is close to the Ouroboros (and RINA) model but we ran into so many issues with LLC support in
available equipment – WiFi routers in particular – that we also developed an IPCP over Ethernet
DIX, referred to as the eth-dix, which is the preferred choice for easy deployment.
IPCP
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(N)-flows QoS Scheduler
Preamble FCS
SSAPDSAP Response
SRCDST Length DATA
DATA
SSAPDSAP Control DATA
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N-flow DATA
Code
Directory 
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libouroboros
Fig. 16. The IPCP over LLC over Ethernet
Both these types of Ethernet IPCPs implement a flow allocator and a directory, which are using
a combined (custom) management protocol.
The directory maps hashes to Ethernet MAC addresses, and each IPCP only stores its locally
registered hashes. For resolving a hash, the directory function broadcasts a query request message
(MAC address FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF) containing the requested destination hash. Every Ethernet IPCP
(of the same type) that has this hash registered will send a unicast query reply message back to
the sender with a positive response; in case of multiple responses, the first one is chosen (anycast).
This is similar in function to the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) [84], which resolves a generic
network protocol address to an Ethernet hardware address. The reason for using a custom protocol
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instead of ARP is that a lot of Ethernet equipment seems to drop ARP frames if the protocol type is
not IPv4 (i.e. the PTYPE field is not 0x0800)58.
The flow allocators are specific to the flavor of Ethernet. The eth-llc reuses the Service Access
Points (SAPs) from IEEE 802.2 as the endpoint ID. The flow allocation requests are sent to a
specific Destination SAP (DSAP 0), and flows are then established between two SAPs chosen at
the endpoints. The eth-dix IPCP uses an EID, for which it adds an inner header59. A configurable
non-standardized Ethertype (default 0xA000) is used to identify that the traffic is an Ouroboros
Ethernet DIX layer, and that signals that there is an extra inner header present before the actual
payload. This Ethertype also serves to run different Ethernet layers in parallel on the same (Virtual)
Local Area Network, which is not possible with eth-llc.
To interface with the OS kernels, the Ethernet IPCPs support the raw sockets API of GNU/Linux,
and the Berkeley Packet Filter [68] for BSD and macOS X. They also support netmap [94].
5.5 UDP IPC Process daemon
While the Ethernet IPCPs are quite convenient for deploying the prototype in a lab environment,
interconnections over larger areas require interworking with IP networks.
Similar to the Ethernet IPCPs, we provide a UDP IPCP, that can transport Ouroboros packets
over IP. Technically, we could run Ouroboros-over-IP, but the reason why we use UDP is similar to
the reason for creating the eth-llc. Ouroboros-over-IP would need the use of a non-standardized IP
protocol, and a lot of available equipment would probably drop such traffic.
The directory function in the UDP IPCPs uses the POSIX interface to resolve hostnames to IP
addresses, so it can reuse the existing Domain Name System. Due to restrictions of the lengths
of (sub)strings in the DNS standard, the hash function for the directory in the current UDP IPCP
is limited to an MD5 hash. Querying for a name is performing a lookup using the hosts file or a
(configurable) DNS server. If Dynamic DNS support for the UDP IPCP is enabled, registering or
unregistering a name from the UDP IPCP will send a Dynamic DNS (DDNS) request to a DDNS
server that adds or removes an entry for the associated MD5 hash.
The flow allocator for the UDP IPCP is similar in function as the flow allocator in the Ethernet
IPCPs. Our original implementation of the UDP IPCP reused UDP ports as endpoint identifiers
(just like the eth-llc reused SAPs), with a dedicated UDP port to initiate the flow allocation. This,
however, led to various deployment issues due to the ubiquitous presence of firewalls and Network
Address Translation, which block almost all traffic except for HTTP(S) traffic. For easier NAT and
firewall traversal, the UDP IPCP was modified to send all traffic on a (configurable) UDP port,
adding an extra inner header containing endpoint identifiers and a length field like the eth-dix. UDP
port 443, which is standardized for the QUIC protocol (which is encrypted), is a good candidate to
use for tunneling Ouroboros, and therefore our default choice60.
5.6 Other IPC Processes
5.6.1 Broadcast IPCP. The broadcast IPCP provided in the implementation is a straightforward
implementation of a stateless broadcast layer. A flow join to the name of the broadcast layer will
return a flow endpoint to the requesting application from which it can read and to which it can
write. The IPCP itself will forward any received packet on all other flows (this includes N-flows for
broadcasting to other processes in the same system).
58The implementation in the Linux kernel also assumes IPv4 as the protocol address type. We wrote a kernel module that
was compliant with RFC 826 when we developed a similar IPCP for RINA [109].
59The inner header for the eth-dix also adds a length field to deal with Ethernet padding in runt frames.
60Tests show 93% of the time QUIC is successfully used for communication by Chrome [62].
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5.6.2 Local IPCP. The local IPCP provides a local loopback function that allows two applications
on a single system to communicate over a dedicated link. The local IPCP is very useful for testing,
allowing the creation of different networks on a single system.
5.6.3 Raptor. Raptor is a proof-of-concept FPGA demonstrator for running Ouroboros directly
over Ethernet PHY (OSI L1). For this, it uses the NetFPGA 10G platform, which has 4 Broadcom
AEL2005 PHY 10G Ethernet devices. Raptor consists of three parts: the FPGA design, a Linux kernel
module implementing the device driver and a raptor IPCP in userspace. This means that currently
raptor only works on GNU/Linux. The raptor IPCP is a very minimal IPCP that is similar to the
eth-llc IPCP in its design. However, since Raptor runs point-to-point over Ethernet PHY, and we
don’t pursue compatibility with Ethernet networks, it does not need addresses, so raptor’s header
consists of a single field: the destination endpoint identifier.
5.7 IPC Resource Management toolkit
The management of recursive networks revolves around the ability to create IPCPs and configuring
them to enroll into a certain distributed application – a network layer – so that it can start forwarding
or broadcasting packets for client applications.
Fig. 17. Overview of the command line interface for management
The Ouroboros prototype provides a toolkit that implements the current management interface
to create and manage network layers. It provides a command-line interface61 (CLI) that allows
a user (network administrator) to create and destroy IPCPs, list the IPCPs in a system, enroll in
network layers, bootstrap new layers, and manage adjacencies in unicast and broadcast layers (Fig.
17). Parameters that are shown between brackets are optional.
IPCPs of a certain type can be created or destroyed with the irm ipcp create name <name> type
<type> command. The name of the IPCP should be unique within the layer, and can be used within
the system to reference this IPCP. The irm ipcp destroy name <name> command will destroy the IPCP
with that name.
61Complete details are available in the manual pages. We will provide some step-by-step examples in Sec. 5.10.
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To create a new network layer, an IPCP should be bootstrapped, specifying the correct configu-
ration for the layer. Default options are provided to ease configuration. Providing an IPCP type
to the bootstrap command is a shorthand to create the IPCP if an IPCP with that name is not yet
present in the system. As an example, to create a new layer connected to Wi-Fi on device wlp2s0,
the command is irm ipcp bootstrap type eth-dix layer wifi name wifi.0 dev wlp2s0. This will create
an Ethernet II IPCP that will capture all traffic on that interface with (default) Ethertype 0xA000 as
Ouroboros traffic. To create a new unicast layer named myvpn with default options62, the command
is irm ipcp bootstrap type unicast layer myvpn name myvpn.0. A listing of these IPCPs on a system is
shown in Lst. 10.
#irm ipcp list
+---------+----------------------+------------+----------------------+
| pid | name | type | layer |
+---------+----------------------+------------+----------------------+
| 31185 | myvpn.0 | unicast | myvpn |
| 31158 | wifi.0 | eth -dix | wifi |
+---------+----------------------+------------+----------------------+
Listing 10. IPCPs in a system
To expand the scope of a layer, new IPCPs can be added to it. For the raptor, eth-dix, eth-llc
and udp layers, all IPCPs need to be bootstrapped as the underlying technologies don’t have an
enrolment procedure for end hosts. Correctly configuring these IPCPs at bootstrap will add them to
the new layer. To expand the scope of a unicast or broadcast layer, new IPCPs need to be enrolled
with an existing member. The irm ipcp enrol type unicast name myvpn.1 dst myvpn.0 command will
try to enrol the IPCP with name myvpn.1 with an existing member accepting flows for the name
myvpn.0. To simplify enrolment, we usually register ipcps with two names: a unique name (e.g.
myvpn.0) and the layer name (myvpn), so we can use the layer name (myvpn) as the destination
for enrolment (i.e. anycast). As with bootstrapping, providing a type for the enrolment command
is a shorthand to create the IPCP if an IPCP with that name does not yet exist in the system. The
bootstrap and enrol commands both have an autobind option that will bind the IPCP to two names:
the layer name and its IPCP name.
After an IPCP is enrolled, it needs flows to some existing members (adjacencies) over which it can
transfer packets. The irm ipcp connect name myvpn.1 dst myvpn.0 command would create two flows
between myvpn.1 and myvpn.0, one for data transfer (the adjacency), and one for management63
(for sending link-state messages). The irm ipcp disconnect name myvpn.1 dst myvpn.0 command can
be used to remove these flows.
As a handy tool, the irm ipcp list command can be used to list IPCPs on the system. The optional
parameters are to filter the list if many IPCPs are on the same system.
The above commands allow the management of network layers. To make a process reachable
over a layer, two steps must be taken: binding that process to a name and registering the name in a
layer. The irm bind process 2765 name server command would bind a process with process ID 2765
to the name “server”. We provide a shorthand to bind a certain program to a name: irm bind program
/usr/bin/oping name oping.server would bind all future instances of the oping executable to the name
oping.server. A similar shorthand is provided for IPCPs so we can use the name that we provided
when the IPCP was created. This is to avoid the need to look for the pid of every process that is
62Currently this is: 32-bit address space, random address assignment, a starting TTL of 60, simple link-state routing, and a
SHA3-256 hash function for the DHT directory implementation.
63The unicast IPCP currently integrates its own broadcast layer (Sec. 5.3). The management flow is for that “internal”
broadcast layer.
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started. The irm unbind command works the same way. The name is optional: all names for a certain
process or binary are unbound if no name is specified.
Finally, names can be registered and unregistered in a layer using the irm register and irm
unregister command. These commands usually take a layer name, but if multiple IPCPs of the same
layer are present on a single system (for scalability or simply for testing), the name can be registered
or unregistered with a specific IPCP.
Note that the order of the commands is not fixed. There is no need to first register and then bind,
or vice versa. This is needed to provide as much flexibility as possible64.
5.8 Ouroboros Virtual Private Network tool
An important tool is the Ouroboros VPN (ovpn) tool, which allows tunneling IP traffic over an
Ouroboros network, similar in operation to the iporinad daemon for RINA networks.
System 3
IPCP C3
IPCP B2
System 2
IPCP C2
IPCP B1IPCP A2
System 1
App
IPCP C1
IPCP A1
Layer C
Layer BLayer A
Network
Transport
OVPN
App
Network
Transport
OVPN
TCP/IP stack
TUN device
OVPN
Read/write 
from/to 
file descriptor
User
Kernel
App
Fig. 18. Running IP over Ouroboros with ovpn
The operation of OVPN is shown in Fig. 18. It creates a virtual interface in the host operating
system, from which it reads the packets using the POSIX sockets API and writes them to a layer
using the flow allocation API provided by Ouorboros. Currently, the OVPN tool creates a so-called
tun device65, which allows TCP/IP applications to simply use this device like any other IP interface.
Administrators can either add a specific routing entry to tunnel the traffic over Ouroboros, or
end users can configure their applications to use the tunnel interface’s IP address. The tool allows
specifying an IP address and subnet mask to automate the tunnel configuration process.
5.9 Tools
Several small tools are provided together with the Ouroboros implementation.
The oecho tool is a simple application that sends a message to a server which echoes it back.
The “hello world” example in Lst. 2 is based on this tool. The ocbr and operf tools allow to perform
some unidirectional and bidirectional throughput tests of the prototype. The oping tool allows
64As an advanced exercise, we encourage the reader to try this: First start a server process, then create the network layers,
then register a name in that network, then bind the server to that name and then connect a client to that server.
65A tap device could easily be added should a need for it arise, allowing native Ethernet tools to run over Ouroboros.
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measuring the round trip time between a client and a server, similar to the well-known ping tool.
The obc tool is a simple example of a multicast application running over Ouroboros and is either
started as a reader where it receives messages sent to the multicast flow, or as a writer, where it
sends messages on the multicast flow. We also provide a patch for the ioq3 engine [45, 47] to run
games that use this engine over Ouroboros for demo purposes.
5.10 Examples
To conclude the implementation section, we’ll walk through two examples for creating 4-node
network layers, one example demonstrating a unicast layer and one example demonstrating a
broadcast layer. We will use the oping application to demonstrate unicast, and the obc application
to demonstrate broadcast.
Ethernet Layer
Broadcast Layer 
UDP Layer
Local Layer
Ethernet Layer
Unicast Layer 
UDP Layer
Local Layer
oping application obc application
uni1
uni4
uni2
uni3
bc1
bc4
bc2
bc3
Fig. 19. Example scenario for unicast and broadcast
These examples are illustrated in Fig. 19, unicast on the left and broadcast on the right. To
demonstrate the use of different layer types for point-to-point connectivity, we will use an Ethernet
layer, a UDP layer and a local layer. Using a local layer, we need three systems for this example,
labelled a, b and c . System a is connected to system b over the pure Ethernet layer, system c is
connected to system b over a UDP layer on IP subnet 10.1.1.0/24. We will number the IPCPs in the
top layer 1 to 4, with 1 residing in system a and 4 residing in system c . The oping server application
will be registered at unicast IPCP 3.
This is shown in a bit more detail for the unicast example in Fig. 20. In the following, we assume
each system has a running IRMd instance. We will bootstrap the network from system a, which
connects to system b via a pure Ethernet link via its eth1 Ethernet device. The commands to create
the IPCPs in system a are shown in Lst. 11.
irm ipcp bootstrap name eth layer ethernet type eth -dix dev eth1
irm ipcp bootstrap name uni1 layer unicast type unicast autobind
irm register name uni1 layer ethernet
irm register name unicast layer ethernet
Listing 11. Bootstrapping IPCPs on system a
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IPCP uni1
IPCP udp
IPCP uni2 IPCP uni4IPCP uni3
System a
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System b
oping 
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IPCP eth IPCP eth IPCP local IPCP udpeth1
eth0
10.1.1.2 10.1.1.1
Fig. 20. Example scenario (unicast)
The first command creates and bootstraps an eth-dix IPCP called “eth” in an Ethernet layer on
the eth1 interface. This IPCP will provide the data transfer and management flows for the unicast
IPCP. The second command creates this unicast IPCP, named “uni1”, and bootstraps it in a layer
called “unicast”. The autobind option will bind this IPCP to the names uni1 and unicast (so it is
equivalent to adding two irm bind commands). Then both these names are registered in the eth IPCP.
After executing these commands, we have two 1-node layers, and uni1 can accept flows to both
“unicast” and “uni1” over the Ethernet layer.
irm ipcp bootstrap name eth layer ethernet type eth -dix dev eth0
irm ipcp bootstrap name udp layer ipnet type udp ip 10.1.1.2
irm ipcp bootstrap name local type local layer local
irm ipcp enrol name uni2 dst unicast autobind
irm ipcp connect name uni2 dst uni1
irm register name uni2 layer ethernet layer ipnet layer local
irm register name unicast layer ethernet layer ipnet layer local
irm ipcp enrol name uni3 dst unicast
irm ipcp connect name uni3 dst uni2
irm bind program oping name oping auto -- -l
irm register name oping ipcp uni3
Listing 12. Bootstrapping IPCPs on system b
We will now add the second system, b, to the network, and begin with creating the three lower
layers. System b connects to the same Ethernet as system a via its eth0 device. The first command
in Lst. 12 bootstraps an eth-dix IPCP on the eth0 interface, allowing applications in system b to
communicate over Ethernet to system a. System b is connected to system c over an IP network,
and has IP address 10.1.1.1 assigned to the connected interface. The second command bootstraps
an IPCP over UDP/IP into a layer called ipnet on this interface. Third, it bootstraps a local IPCP for
loopback that emulates an internal link. The local layer consist of only this one IPCP.
Now that the lower layers are created in IPCP b, the unicast layer can be extended with a new
node. To do this, we create a unicast IPCP and enrol it with the IPCP in system a. Again, this can
be done with a single command, shown on line 4, which creates an IPCP named uni2 and not only
enrols the IPCP in the unicast layer, but also binds it to the names “uni2” and “unicast”. After the
uni2 IPCP is enroled, we create an adjacency with uni1 so it can forward packets to it. To be able to
further extend the unicast layer from system b, we register the names “uni1” and “unicast” in all
three lower layers. Now that these names are known in the local layer, it is possible to bootstrap the
second unicast IPCP in system b and add it to the unicast layer. Note that the enrolment command
doesn’t specify which layer it needs to use, the IRMd will select this, and it will first try any IPCPs
of type “local”, ensuring the situation in Fig. 20.
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We will make the oping application available via the uni3 IPCP. To do this, we bind the program
to the name oping and register that in the uni3 IPCP. The bind command uses the auto option, which
will make the IRMd in system b act as a super-server for the oping application: if we don’t start
an oping server ourselves, the IRMd will start one for us – adding the -l argument – whenever it
receives a flow allocation request for the name oping. The unicast layer now has 3 active members:
uni1 on system a, connected to uni2 on system b, in turn connected to uni3 in the same system.
irm ipcp bootstrap name udp layer ipnet type udp ip 10.1.1.1
echo '10.1.1.2 869 bab4dfd0c0fbedecd374c7089c7a0 ' | sudo tee --append /etc/hosts
echo '10.1.1.2 eebe0851cda7f85aeef4229567441a2d ' | sudo tee --append /etc/hosts
irm ipcp enrol name uni4 dst unicast
irm ipcp connect name uni4 dst uni2
Listing 13. Bootstrapping IPCPs on system c
The last step needed in creating our 4-node unicast layer is adding system c to the network (Lst.
13). System c connects to system b over an IP network via the interface with IP address 10.1.1.2,
over which we bootstrap the UDP/IP layer, similar to what we did on system b. The unicast IPCP on
system c will need to enrol with uni2 on system b, which means that the UDP IPCP needs to resolve
an address for “uni2” and “unicast”. To keep this example simple to execute we use the hosts file
instead of a DDNS server, adding the destination 10.1.1.1 for the MD5 hashes of the names “uni2”
and “unicast”. After adding these two entries, we enrol the new IPCP uni4 and create an adjacency
with uni2. The 4-node unicast network layer we set out to create is now fully operational.
oping -n oping -c 4
Pinging oping with 64 bytes of data (4 packets):
64 bytes from oping: seq=0 time =1.166 ms
64 bytes from oping: seq=1 time =1.083 ms
64 bytes from oping: seq=2 time =1.158 ms
64 bytes from oping: seq=3 time =1.136 ms
--- oping ping statistics ---
4 packets transmitted , 4 received , 0 out -of-order , 0% packet loss , time: 4002.018 ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 1.083/1.136/1.166/0.037 ms
Listing 14. Ping from system a to the oping server
All that remains is to test the network, to do this, we send 4 pings using the oping tool to the
oping server (which will be automatically executed on system b once the IRMd on system b receives
an allocation request from uni3. The output of executing the oping client is shown in Lst. 14.
IPCP bc1
IPCP udp
IPCP bc2 IPCP bc4IPCP bc3
System a System cSystem b
eth1
eth0
10.1.1.2 10.1.1.1
obc
reader
obc
reader
IPCP eth IPCP eth IPCP local IPCP udp
obc 
writer
Fig. 21. Example scenario (broadcast)
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We will now create a similar scenario, but with a 4-node broadcast layer supporting the obc
(Ouroboros broadcast) application. There is a reader for the broadcast on system a at IPCP bc1 and
on system b at bc3; and a source for the broadcast at IPCP bc4 in system c . The scenario is shown
in Fig. 21.
irm ipcp bootstrap name eth layer ethernet type eth -dix dev eth1
irm ipcp bootstrap name bc1 layer broadcast type broadcast autobind
irm register name bc1 layer ethernet
irm register name broadcast layer ethernet
obc -l -n broadcast
Starting a reader.
New flow.
Message is Hello multiple worlds.
Listing 15. Commands on system a
The commands are very similar as for the unicast example, so we will just comment on the
differences. On node a, we create a broadcast IPCP with name “bc1” and bootstrap it into a layer
named “broadcast”. The names bc1 and broadcast are then registered in the Ethernet layer. We can
already start the receiver at system a in anticipation of the broadcaster.
irm ipcp bootstrap name eth layer ethernet type eth -dix dev eth3
irm ipcp bootstrap name udp layer ipnet type udp ip 10.1.1.2
irm ipcp bootstrap name local type local layer local
irm ipcp enrol name bc2 layer broadcast type broadcast autobind
irm ipcp connect name bc2 dst bc1 component dt
irm register name bc2 layer ethernet layer ipnet layer local
irm register name broadcast layer ethernet layer ipnet layer local
irm ipcp enrol name bc3 layer broadcast type broadcast
irm ipcp connect name bc3 dst bc2 component dt
obc -l -n broadcast
Starting a reader.
New flow.
Message is Hello multiple worlds.
Listing 16. Commands on system b
On system b, we bootstrap the lower layers like in the unicast example, enrol and connect a
broadcast IPCP bc2 with the bc1 IPCP on system a, register the bc2 IPCP in the local layer, and
enrol the third bc3 IPCP with bc2. After creating an adjacency between bc3 and bc2, we start the
Ouroboros broadcast application to listen to the anticipated broadcast.
Finally, on system c , we bootstrap the IPCP over UDP, enrol the final broadcast IPCP with IPCP
bc2 on system b and create an adjacency. When we send a message “Hello multiple worlds” using
the obc tool, it will be received by the obc clients on systems a and b.
irm ipcp bootstrap name udp layer ipnet type udp ip 10.1.1.1
echo '10.1.1.2 b605ea609b9dfcf295cfd5a7803dcd37 ' | sudo tee --append /etc/hosts
echo '10.1.1.2 3fecb40eaa447da8f09e6951c7b483f9 ' | sudo tee --append /etc/hosts
irm ipcp enrol name bc4 layer broadcast type broadcast
irm ipcp connect name bc4 dst bc2
obc -n broadcast -m "Hello multiple worlds"
Listing 17. Commands on system c
6 CONCLUSIONS
Today’s computer network technology has sprouted from years of experience in developing and
deploying different solutions and making them interoperable through standardization efforts.
While the individual mechanisms (congestion control, routing, addressing, ...) that are used to build
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networks are fairly well understood, putting these mechanisms together in a single consistent
architecture remains a challenge.
One of the objectives we set when taking on this challenge was to try to contain complexity;
minimize as best as we can the impact that some change in one element of the architecture can
have on other elements of the architecture; to disentangle as much as possible the elements that
make up a computer network. This meant carefully evaluating the implications that making small
changes in the architecture have on the implementation and – most importantly – the interfaces
between the elements. This approach, combined with the application of a UNIX-like philosophy
led to the Ouroboros architecture we detailed here.
The Ouroboros architecture brought us a novel perspective on computer networks; seeing them
as flexible ecosystems consisting of 2 distinct types of distributed programs: unicast layers and
broadcast layers. These 2 types of layers can easily be observed in todays networks, albeit not
isolation: they are often found within a single layer of the Internet model. On the one hand, they can
be found in symbiosis: in addition to unicast, Ethernet and IP also support broadcast addresses. On
the other hand, they can also be found some intricate entanglement, especially for the purposes of
restricting scope: IP multicast groups form a broadcast layer within a unicast layer. It’s interesting
to ponder the questions: how much of the complexity is inherent in the layers and how much
complexity is added (or subtracted) by entangling them?
The reference implementation has been primarily developed to validate and fine-tune the archi-
tecture. However, it is also engineered to present the research community with a set of useful tools
to continue exploring various aspects of computer networks.
The architecture and prototype presented in this article are far from complete, they are merely
first steps in a direction that – to us – seemed interesting and worthwhile exploring. While we tried
to paint as complete a picture as we can from our current vantage point, a lot of it is still distant on
the horizon.
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